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INTRODUCTION

Children live in a vast, interesting and expanding world of science

and technology. New discoveries, nee dimensions of human udeavour,
and neW understandings'change.the facts and events of yesterday. Rapid

changes in all sectors of human activity have produced phenomenal advances
in knowledge and technol9gy.' Such changes influene educational
practices and, in particular, the -4proach to science education in
the elementary school. .

. .,
. ..

In the past, education hac tend to,focus on the teaching of...

facts with emphasis on rote.learning. While this is a natural and
obvious goal of schooling, it should not reflect the total educational
experience. P.artieularly importantiiis the development of those skills

that lead to orderly inquiry processes. To develop understanding
and proficiency in the. skills of science, children must be encouraged

t investigate phenomena and solve. problems,in an orderly fashion:
Observing'carekaly, collecting reletvant data, making logical v
inferences, and communicating'theirdeas effectively are con
sistent With the learning skills which are important in each child's

education'. .

Science is at one and the same time, a'body of knowledge and a
process 'of inquiry. Science experiences should be based on enquiry
and'should involve students in developing and practising the process
skills, in learning new concepts, in developing psychomotor abilities
and acquiring positive attitudes towards science and self. The

science program reflects the importance of all these components in
1 its curriculum and instruction. -

I



PHILOSOPHY OF THE ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE PROGRAM

Elementary science should provide children opportunities to extend their
curiosity and to learn about the natural world through a series of
planned learnineexperiences. By offering a diversity of interesting and
challenging experiences, the

"441"74411Z

t

, children directly in personal
science program will involve

rather than vicarious learning.
It is through direct learning
activities that children

develop proficiency with the
process skills of science and
improve their abilities to
think critically. By pkacing
emphasis on these skills, the
science program will help the
child to evalte and
assimilate information rather
than just accumulate it.
Ihus, the pogram should
emphasize ways of gaining and
processing information rather
than learning information
itself. Content serves as
the context in which
important skills and
attitudes may be developed,.

At the Division One level, the elementary science program recognizes
that the child is in transition through the initial stages of intellectual
development. The program provides opportunity for children to interact
with their environment, to discover relationships and to make simple
generalizations. The intent of the program at this level is to encourage

. and stimulate children's natural curiosity through exploration and dis
covery while emphasizing the communication skills to express their ideas
and to learn from others.

At the Division Two level, the program prepares the child for more
formal learning by introducing concepts at a moxe-advanced level. The
program maintains its emphasis on the developmenvof tIlp process skills
with students actively participating in "hands on" learning experiences.
A variety* of topics from the life, physical and earth/space sciences are
built into the core program Co provide a broad frOdework of experiences -.
The program at 6iis level also places an emphasisqn the environment and
on energy resources with a view to using them respOnsibly.

1



GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR. SCIENCE
EDUCATION

The elementary science program is designed to contribute to
the achievement of the overall objectives for science in

Alberta.

1. To develop the ability to inquire and investigate through

the use of science, process skills.

2. To promote assimilation cf scientific knowledge.

3. To develop attitudes, interest, values, appreciations,
and adjustments similar to those which are recognized
as appropriate to the scientific endeavor. ,

4. To develop an awareness and understanding of the
environment with positive attitudes and behaviors
toward its use.

.*`;'"
5. To develop an awareness of the role of science in he

causes and resolution of some current social problems.

6. To promote awareness of the humanistic implications of

science.

7; 1To promote an understanding of ihe role that science
has in the development of societies and the impact of

society on 'science.

8. Toc_contribute td the development of vocational know-

ledge and skill.

a.
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DESIRABLE CHAR
,11 ELEMENTA

NC

ACTERITICS*OF AN
ARIL SCIENCE,PROGRAM

2 7

The-following statements identify desirable characteristics of an
elementary,science program. The program should:

be activity-oriented It'Should provide for individual Student
,activities using-a v ety of objects through physical manipulation.

- be success-oriented. ,should allow for the acceptance of,*
inquirerstudent responses as an inquirer and help enhance the student's

self- concept.

- be interesting. The learning experiences shou ld not only be
educational but also exciting in the eyes Of the learner. .

- be relevant. The experience should appeal to the natural
curiosity of the child about things he, learns, both in the
classroom and-beyond. . 4

- be managbable for both teacher and student. The program should
allow for easily implemented instructional techniques, readily
grasped -consellts, and meaningfully' developed process skills.

- be diversified. Exploration and experience'provided -in the life
sciences, the physical sciences, and space and earth sciences
should be provided.

- be focused on the child:s natural world. Learnthg through
exploration and understanding of the natural environment and the
man-influenced environment should be promoted.

be inrated with other areas of study. Concepts and ;process.
Skills should he cooperatively developed or expanded to other
subject areas.

- develop the inquiry or'process skink The process skills provide
for developing logical thinking patterns and .systematic develop-
ment of these skills through the grades.

.7, consider the psychomotor and intellectual levels of'the child
in the provision of learning experiences and expected learning
outcomes.

- promote the development Of attitudes of resject both for the
scientific process and for the natural environments.

.3
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INQUIRY IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

The teaching of science as inquiry is the basic instructional '

strategy recommended in the Alberta elementary science program orstudies.

Learning to inquire and to think critically are fundamental to science

education and to other disciplines in which organized instruction takes

place. Thg formal learning process, should begin with experiences that

promote development of these skills in their simplest forM and in a

context and. environment appropriate to the age and ability level of the.

learner. 'As the'student progresses, new.and challenging opportunities

should be planned and provided which develop increased profiCiency in

critical thinking.

Inquiry, as the word suggests, is a process of logical and ordered

questioning. Questions may arise from a student's own curiosity and from

events and situations that are encountered formally and informally.

Discrepant or unexplained events arising from personal experiences, or
those presented by the teacher in an instructional setting, should --"1" .

stimulate the student to recall previously learned knowledge and former
experiences and to seek resolutions to the questions or problems raised.

The.proces may result in a satisfactory answer or 'understanding in the

4mmediate sense, or may lead to the formulation of a plan to gather
additional information, and to test ideas (hypotheses and predictions)

in the search for solutions and new understandings.

Inherent in the. process of inquiry Tg'the development of those

,skills and strategies that lead to abilities ic,gathering and applying
information toward answering questions and solving problems. The
inquiry process can be characterized' by the'following components.

Questioning

Asking Relevant Questions
Defining Problems

4 Th
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Designing Experiments
Identifying and Controlling Variables
Determining Procedures

.

..,

. ,

wrolivi

Processing Data

Classifying
Organizing and Communicating Data

.------

Gathering Information

Observing
Measuring

..,

Interpreting Data

Inferring
Formulating Models

Defining Operationally

5
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PROCESS SKILLS

Problems or questions should lead to. some form of investigation and,

at the same time, be meaningful and relevant to the child. Thus the role

of the teacher as a guide in designing and ensuring that appropriate
investigative experiences occur is crucial in any inquiry-oriented program.
rho teacher must be familiar with the process skills and the development
of these skills in the overall inquiry process. Appendix peovides

further background on the proces skills and their development In the

elementary school.

0

Fhe process of seeking appropriate, information based on the questions
or problems atlland should be a required step in most investigations.

lo do this, students need to he encouraged to'take risks as they propose
ideas and strategies to test their ideas. This, involves students making

mistakes and learning from their mistakes. An inquiry-oriented program

provides students with 'the encouragement and materials they need to
exhaust their own resources before turning to "authoritatiVe" sources
for verification of solutions to problems. The teacher i$ encouraged to

promote this atmosphere through the frequent use of questions, (e.g. "Why?

How do you know? How can we test this? How can we find out? What do

you think will happen? What do we need in order to do it? Where can

we find out? What should we,do next? What happens if?...).

SKILLS TO BE EMPHASIZED IN DIVISION I

OBSERVING - obtaining information about objects or events using the

five senses.

CLASSIFYING - organizing collections of objects or events according to

common properties. A,""A.

MEASURING - comparing objects according to size, mass, volume or
temperature with non-standard and/or metric units.

COMMUNICATING - descriptions or objects, situations or events in a
manner than can be interpreted by others eg. charts,

graphs, diagrams, oral or written description.

Each of the four basic skiflls should be introduced in grade one and
extended in each successive grade throughout the elementary school years by

useof appropriate activities. This implies that the early. experiences

should be simple in nature and sequentially developed toward more demanding

Ad complex experiences.

"b.
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SKILLS TO BE EMPHASIZED IN DIVISION

INFERRING -

PREDICTING

CONTROLLING
VARIABLES -

INTERPRETING
DATA -

DEFINING
OPERATIONA4Y -

HYPOTHESIZING -

FORMULATING
MODELS

DESIGNING
EXPERIMENTS -

- *NOTE:

I

a tentativAkPlanatfon orconclusiop based on observation
. .

and prior experience.

the use of existing data, information and perceptible patterns
and trends.in order to suggest future outcomes and occurances.

Identifying factors which influence the outcome of an
experiment and manipulating variables in a structured'
manner to demonstrate their effect.

identifying patterns in collections of data in order to
predict, draw conclusions or formulate hypotheses.

objects and events are defined in a way that can.be tested
and observed.

proposing a tentative explanation, based on previous,
- observations, fore the occurence of-,,lset of events.
.Further investigation maybe required to test and revise
such hypothesAs--,

.. 4
. .,

the creation b.f'physica or mental models to deScribe the
behavior of something t a'-is unkkimi-liar in' terms of:

,something whose behavior is familiar.

planning and tarrying out an investigation.involving
combinations of the process skills in answering a
question or solving a problem.

The skills of formulating models; hypothesizing and
designing experiments can be introduced the latter
sCages.of Division II, prov-iding the student can
demonstrate Troftciency in the previous skilla and is
ready for more abstract and independent investigatiqn,
At the elementary level these skills will probably be ,
most commonly used with quite.structured guidance by '

the teacher especially in problem solving situations.
to

4'

8
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PSYCHQM6TOR SKILLS

Psychomotor skills include those skills which iwirolve a coordination
between the intellect and muscular movement.. In the' science program,
psychomotor skills are involved in handling and manipulating a variety
of materials such as. water, sand, rocks, soil, magnets, magnifiers, electrical
equipment and living things. In some cases, the skills involve vtry
specific' movements requiring careful hand and eve coordination (e.g.
measuring activities using balancers, metre sticks, graduated cylinders
and thermometers).. In other cases, .the movements are more large muscle
based and simply learned (e.g. feeling objects for texture, pouring liquids
.and judging the Mass of art object by its heft).

In general', the teacher should take advantage of whatever oppor-
tunities are available to involve students in psychomotor activities. By
so doing, student skills can be practised and refined at a pace fitting
to the student's own development.

Because of the complex nature of psychomotor skill development
there has been no attempt ip this guide to provide a .prescribed program
in 'detail. However, some basic guidelines for skills which should be
developed have been included in the core program outlines.

4

'
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ATTITUDES
A.ttitu'des often determine what we do in given siluatkpils. Whether

we try something or give up, whether we consider something worth caring
about or upimportant; all of these are based on attitudes. The develop-

ment of strong positiv attitudes towards self and subiecE matter is
one of the main gels of all school programs.

In'the elementary science program particular attitudes to be
developed include:

- an awareness, appreciation,' and interest in the environment, and
the need to display a responsible attitude 'toward its con-.
servation;

an appreciation of the beauty, uniqueness, and interdependence of
all living things;

- an appreciation of science and the scientific enterprise in terms
of the impact.it has made on our lives.

an interest in the value of science, as a means of understanding
the world; and

an awareness and concern, for the responsible use of energy_

resources.

15
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In addition to.these attitude, the teacher should also encourage
the development of: ,

- self-confidence on the part of students in their own developing
abilities to explore and interpret objects and events in their
own local environment; and -----

- a continuing interest in each area of science studied.

Development of attitudes in the classroom is usually based more on
what we do than on what we say. Moral lectures on appropriate attitudes

Pare not nearly as effective as the good example of a classroom teacher.
Students use teachers as models; if they see teachers setting a good-
example, they will be influenced to do likewise. On the other hand, if
students see-a teacher who says one thing and does another, they may
adopt this pattern of behaviour as well.

For example, for the classroom teacher to convey "an awareness and
responsible use of energy resources" it would be appropriate for students
to see the teacher taking deliberate steps to turn off lights when not
needed, [dose windows and doors, and making wise use of paper and other
school resources. Having set a good example, it is then appropriate
for the teacher to require a similar standard for students, and to
build good habits that will reinforce a conservation attitude.

To increase the depth of student attitudes, it may be'helpful to
discuSs some of the implications of our actions. For example, if the
class has been studying living things leading up to the development of
"an appreciation of the beauty, uniqueness and interdependence of all
living things" it may be appropriate to look at the students own impact
on the school environment and the school yard. How aware are students
of living things that are found in their own school yard? What effect
do students have on flowers, trees, grass, earthworms and insects that
may live in the yard? Are these living things to be valued or should
they just be taken for granted?

The care given to living things kept,in the classroom is particularly
important to attitude development. In the eyes of th'e student, what
appears to be more important, the welfare of the plant or animal kept in
the classroom or the expediency of using the animal to teach a concept?

1.(

Students will be sensitive to and aware of the apiroaches used by the
teacher. If the teacher is concerned and sensiti e, in time the
students will be also.

.,. c
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SCIENCE CONCEPTS ,

The elementary science program of studies focuses upon three major
corkept areas:

i) Matter and Energy
ii) Living Things and Environment

Earth, Space and Time.

For each Division, topics of study have been identified within
each of the concept areas. The student will have an opportunity to
develop ah understanding of the nature of the world through the study
of concepts in life science, physical science and'earth-space sciences.

The topics of study are intended to serve as a general survey of
the concept areas identified. The intent iS to provide students with
an introductory understanding of certain aspects of the concept area
without delying into great detail or emphasis on abstract ideas. The
developmental level of the student must be a prime consideration when
presenting concepts that are of an abstract nature. Wherever possible
the'subject matter should be introduced through an activity based
experience,

Many of the concepts introduced in the elementary science program
are further developed, .extended, Or maintained in the Junior High
science program. It is at the Junior High grades or higher, in particular,
where concepts can be dealt with at a more abstract or complex manner.

t-

12 -
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE

A. CORE-ELECTIVE FORMAT
The program of studies consists of core and elective coMponea

'the core program consists of skills, concepts and attitudes that are
0o be learned and developed by alI elementary school students in Albe ta.
The suggested allocated time for teaching the core program should ran e
between 70-807; of the total time allotted for science instruction.

-The elective component provides an opportunity for teachers to
choose from a variety of topics in order to complete the program in the
time given to elementary science. Teachers may select from chapters in
text programs, appropriate commercial units of study, and locAlly.'
developed units. The intent of the elective cpmponent is to provide
teachers with greater flexibility in planning their programs to meet
student needs and interests and to utilize local resources.

B. RECOMMENDED MINIMUM TIME ALLOTMENTS''
The chart below describes the suggested time allotment for

elementary science by Grade:_

Grades 1,2: 75 min/wk

Grades 3-6: 100 min/wk

C. DIVISION SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The program o2 studies defines the skills, content and attitudes

to be developed and acquired at the end of each Division. Hence, the
curriculuidis Division specific anti not.grade specific. This has been
done to allow for selection from the prescribed resource alternatives.

131
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-11 LEARNING RESOURCES

Four resource alternatives are proided:

Resource Alternative One:

Resource Alternative Two:

Resource Alternative Three:

4

1

Science, Berger, et al., Houghton Mifflin
Canada, ;Ad., 1979.

AddisonJ,Wesley Science, Rockcastle, et )1l.,

Addison Wesley Cariada, Ltd., 1980.

Lis Chemine de bu Science, Rockcastle, et al.,
French edition) Addison-Wesley Canada, Ltd.,
1978.

Exploring Science, Blecha; et al.; Double-
day Canada Ltd., 1977.

Resou'rce Alternative Four: Multiple Reference

(a) Examining Your Eni,ironment, Wentworth et al., Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, 1976-1977.

Ecology of Your Commumty
Mini Climates
Pollution
The Dandelion
Birds
Your Senses
Small Creatures
Mapping Small Places

(b) Elementary Science' Study (ESS),
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1967-1975.

Growing Seeds
Light and Shadows
Life of Beans and Peas
Clay Boats
Sink or Float
Starting From Seeds
Brine Shrimp
Gases and Airs
Bdlloons and Gases
Changes
Attribute Games
Pond Water
,Small Things

ice Cubes'
Behavior of Mealworms
Coloured Solutions
'Optics

14

Education Development Center,

19
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xviii) Mystery Powders
xix) Whistles and Strings
,xx) MicSical. Instrument Recipe Book
ixi) Batteries and Bulbs

xxii) Heating and Cooling
xxiii) Kitchen Physics

(c) Science in Action Series,MacMillan, et al., McGraw-Hill
Ryerson, 1,973-1976:

The Outdoors: Studies for Open Places
The .Outdoors: Studies for Woodlands

iii) Studying Birds
i,v) Studying Soil
v) Studying Insects
vi) Studying Streams

vii') Studying Plants
viii) Studying Mammals

(d) Rand McNally SCIIS, Thier, et al., Gage Publishing Co., 1978.

4PhysicaltEarth Science Sequence
Level 1 - Material Objects
Level 2 - Interaction and Systems
Level 3 - Subsystems and Variables
Level 4 - Relat've Position and Motion
Level 5 - Ene4 Sources
Level 6 Scie ific Theories

(g) Science: A ProcesS Approach

i) Grade 1 - Modules 1 to,15
ii) Grade 2 Modules 16 to 30
iii) Grade 3 - 'Modules 31 to,45

(f) MacDonald 5/13 Science, Richards, et al., GLC Publishers Ltd.,
1973-76.

i) Early Experiences, Stage I
ii) Change 1 and 2 'and Background

iii) Early Explolations - Using the Environment .

iv) InvestigatiAs, Part. and 2
v) ,TackZing Problems, Part :1. and 2

(g) Energy Literary ',Series 2rades 1-6, S.R.A. Publishers, SEEDS
Foundation.

f
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E. RECOMMENDED RESOURCES FpR THE ELECTIVE

1. Examining Your Environment; Wentworth, et al., Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1976-77.

i) Running Water
ii) Trees
iii) Snow and Ice
iv) Astronomy

2. Elementary Science Vudy (ESS), Education Develoment Center,

' 1967-1975.

i) Structures
ii) Batteries and Bulbs II

iii) Stream Tables
iv) Rocks and Charts
v) Drops, Streams and Containers
vi) Pendulums

viii Mapping
viii) Microgardening

ix) Eggs and Tadpoles

* x) Tracks
xi) Daytime AstronoMy

xii) Budding .Twigs

3. MacDonald 5/13 Science, Richards,. et al., GLC Publishers Ltd.,

1973-76.

4.

i) Time - Stages 1 and 2 (Background)

ii) Trees - Stages1 and 2 f

iii) Ourselves - Stages 1 and 2

iv) Minibeasts - Stages 1 and 2
t

WEDGE ResourcepA-Western Education Development Group, University of

British Columbia, 1973= 9.

i) There's 4rt in the Forest

ii) The Sno ook

iii) Seeing Through Trees

iv) The Pond Book
v) The Creek Book

vi) Science ona Kite String
vii) The Jolly Green Classroom

viii) Grounds for Erosion

ix) Classroom Cameras

.r) Cast Your Class to the Wind

xi) Kids and Kites

18 - 23





DIVISION ONE CORE CURRICULUM

"The major emphasis of the Elementary Science program is on
the development of the process skills(Within the framework of an
inquiry approach to teaching science."

KEY PROCESS SKILLe: observing, measuring, classifying, communicating,
inferring,* predicting:

* to be introduced toward the latter part of Division One.
r

TbPIC OVERVIEW: For Division One

A. Matter and Energy

Properties of Objects'
Properties of Matter
Energy

B. Living Things and Environment

Living Things
Plants and Animals
Environment

C. arth/Space/Time

Order and Time

Note: For each topic of study both the subject matter ,arld skills td 40:
be taught have been listed. An attempt has been made to in-
clude appropriate attitude Statements. As Well, elective'
topics related to each area are suggested as possible
extensions o.E.--se core topics. The sugiestions provided in
the Comments and Possible Elective sections are not
,prescriptive in nature.

20 2 5
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MATTER AND ENERGY - DIVISION I

PROPERTIESOPOBJECTS

Subject Matter
, .

Objects can,be identified, grouped and .ordered on the'b'asis of
physical properties such as colour, hardness, size, shape, texture, mass,
yolume,Sinell and sound.

Skills
Students will:

- OBSERVE, the properties of objects using their five senses.
- ,COMPARE, ORDER and CLASSIFY objects according to one or more
e properties.

- DESCRIBE and RECORD'their-obserlations of properties of objects.,

Attitudes
Students will develop an awareness
of the importance of the five senses
in helping people to find out about
the world aroundthem.

Coinments

Teachers may find the time deyoted
to this unit in some resources to
be excessive.

CAUTION:

Children should be made aware of
the dangers of tasting'unknown
substances.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Crystals
Collections,of leaveS
Rocks and-shells

'Soil studies

Hand lens study,

Attribute blocks
Magnets

1
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MATTER AND EWEFIGY - DIVISION I
41.

"-PROPERTIES OF MATTER

" r.

r !'

Subject Matter

Matter occupies space, has mass and can be classified into three
distinct forms. Solids, liquids and gases each have distinctive properties.
Solids tend to retain their shape.- Liquids take the shape of their con-
tainer, can be poured and orm drops, GaseS occupy space, exert pressure

and.some are 'odorless as well as colorless. Matter can; undergo changes

when properties such .as size, shape and state change.

Skills

Students will:

- CLASSIFY given materials as solids, liquids or gases.-*
OBSERVE properties and behavior of solids and CLASSIFY them according

to':

4) metallic - non-metallic .

b) float 7. sink ...

-c) 'soluble insoluble .

-d)
. .

- OBSERVE samples of liquids and CLASSIFY them according to the degree
of other properties such as:

a) colour- : .

b) transparendy to light .

c) viscosity . .

- OBSERVE and DESCRIBE matter undergoing changes such as freezing,.
melting, evaporating, hearing; cooling.

- OBSERVE that

e
ases occupy space and exert pressure, .,

- MEASURE and MPARE masses. and volumes of samples of matter. ,

l

.-

..- DEMONSTRATE various methods of orgaa4zing and displaying information.
gathered. .

1.

4
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Attitudes

Students will understand the im-
' portance of gathering information
thrydgh various tests to determine
characteristics of a substance. ,

Comments

Kitchen and housdhold items are
a relevant source of materials for
this unit.

Children can coils Eruct simple balances
uslng readily available classroom
materials.

Acfivities using eye droppers, balances,
' hand lens, develop necessary .

psychomotor skills.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Magntts,

Crystals
.Rocks

Candles
Balances .

tl

I

4
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MATTER AND ENE

t:

- DIVISION I

ENERGY
; e\

Sub' Matter

Heat, light,sound and electricity are commonly recognized fords of

energy. The sun is identified as the primary source of the earth's energy

(both heat and light) as all plants and animals rusense its energy. Humans

are capable of regulating their use of energy.
_

Skills

Studentewill:.

NAME, DESCRIBE and CLASSIFY some

light, sound, electricity).
MEASURE changes in heat energy using a thermometer.

DESCRIBE, COMPARE and DEMONSTRATE behaviors that conserve energy

their, environment:'
IDENTIFY the sun as the primary source of the earth's energy.

DESCRIBE.and.DEMONSTRATE ways we use energy in our daily lives.

sources and forms of energy (heat,

in

Attitudes
Students will develop An
of the importance of the
energy source for living

awareness
sun as an
things.

Develop.an awareness that they can

exhibit behaviors that. demonstrate

responsible use of energy.

Comments
.

Behaviors that demonstrate re-
sponsible.use of energy should

be stressed;

Alberta Energy materials or locally,

developed units are excellent
resources for this topic.

PossibleRelated Elective Topics'

Seasonal changes Light
Shadows

24
29
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LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT - DIVISION I

LIVING THINGS

Subject Matter

All those things which require food and water, -erow and reproduce are
classified as living. Objects not having all of these properties are classed
as non-living.

Skills

Students will:

CLASSIFY objects as living and non-living.
- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and CLASSIFY living things

characteristics and behaviors.
according to theix unique

-1

Attitudes

Appreciate the importance of collect-,
ing and organizing data.

Appreciate the uniqueness of living
things and the value of life.

*es

Comments
The Flora and Fauna* Alberta
Heritage Learning Regources Kit
provides the teacher with a variety
of photogiaphic material thatt can ,

be used for topics in the Living
Things and Environment section.

0

Possible Related Elective Topics
Molds

a.

Crystals

25
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LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT - DIVISION I

PLANTS AND ANIMAL'S

N.,

Subject Matter,.
Plantsand animals are living organisms. Each has its specific

characteristics and particular needs to sustain life. As living things,

-all plants and animals grow, require food,' water end air, respond to

their environment and reproduce their own kind. Plants differ

animals in specific ways relative to the food they eat, how theylokain

it, react to stimuli and move. Plants and animals live in the habitat

for which they are best suited.

Skills
Students. will:

CLASSIFY living things as plants or animals.

- DESCRIBE and CLASSIFY plants and animals in various ways, e.g. locomotion,

habitat, groups with common characteristics. '

OBSERVE, MEASURE, DESCRIBE and RECORD stages in growth of plants.
OBSERVE and DESCRIBE characteristics of seeds; e.g., size, shape,

dispersal. i 4

DESCRIBE proper care of plants and animals such as pets.

Attitudes

Students will, develop a sensitivity
and respect for living things.

Develop a positive attitude about
the importance of providing necessary

'.care for- living things.

Comments

Students should have the opportunity
'of planting seeds and caring'for

plants themselves. .

Children at this age welcome the
responsibility of caring for'classroom,
animals and plants. ,

Construction of classroom terraria,
and/or aquaria can promot investigation
of different habitats and stimulate

class interest.

26 31.
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CAUTION: ,Teachers need to be aware
of student allergies to plants. and
animals before introducing these into
the classroom.

Possible Related Elective Topics
Alberta Flora and Fauna units
Pets

Classroom animals
Indepth study of a particular
spe-cies (e.g. Alberta's
provincial bird)

Terrdria/aquaria
Trees

Life cycles ( e.g., brine shrimp,
mealworms).

44.
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LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT -DIVISION I

ENVIRONMENT 1

Subject Matter

Our environment includes all of pur surroundings, both man-made

.natural. It plays an important role in our lives.

environment in.many ways.

Humans can change

and

the ,

Skills

Students will:

OBSERVE, IDENTIFY and DESCRIBE those changes'in the
have resulted from man's activities.
INFER the consequences or outcomes of changes, both
natural, whichoccur in the environment.

IDENTIFY various parts of an environment and begin

interdependence.

1

environment,,that

man-made apd
4.

to infer their

Attitudes

Students will develop an awareness
and sensitivity toward the epviron-
ment and begin to recognize inter-

dependencies.

Apprebiate the importance of actively
participating in the protection and
improvement of the environment.'

Comments

This topic should be dealt with
primarily through outdoor studies
and interaction with the environment.

Recommended use of outside resource

people -
- Fish and Wildlife

- Alberta ..Environment

Possible Related Elective Topics

Different environments (e.g. desert,
prairie, forest, alpine)

Anithal°studies

Soil studies

Winter studies
Environmental studies (e'.g. pond water,

streams, p011ution)

2 8 2
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EAPITH, SPAQE, TIME - biyisioN
ORDER AND TIME

r.f.

Subject Matter

Events may be regular or irregular in frequency anti. order. Some events .

occur in sequences that have varying time durations. Some changes such as
freezing and melting, are reversible,, and others,, such as rusting and rotting,.
are not reversible.

Skills r

Students will:

OBSERVE, DESCRIBE, MEASURE and RECORD changes that occur in their
environment,

- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and MEASURE changes that occur ovet varying periods
of time. ,

- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and ORDER changes that occur in f regular pattern.
- I1 'ER that observed changes may be classified as. reversible,

Attitudes
ApprEiciate the importance of collect-
ing, organizing and recording data.

Recognize the continuity and in7
evitability of change.

Comments
Examples of changes that the students-
could investigate are day/night,
seasons, weather, plant and animal
growth, freezing/melting, rusting/
rotting, crystal,and mold growth,
and erosion.

Possible Related Elective Topics
Crystals
Dinosaurs
Fossils )

Seasons
Molds .

Stream study.

29
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EARTH, SPACE, TIME - DIVISION I

ELECTRICITY

Subj ?ct Matter

Electricity is a form, of energy that can be transmitted through a

. variety of materials. Simple electric circuits can be constructed using

a Bulb, wire and a cell. In a simple circuit, components of the system

can be manipulated to dftmonstrate their effect on the circuit. Circuits

can be open (incomplete) -or closed (complete). Certain materials are

better"conductors of electrical.energy than others.

Skills

Students will:
) .

CONSTRUCT simple electric circuits using a bulb, wire and a cell.

CONSTRUCT and DEFINE OPERATIONALLY open and closed circuits.

- CONTROL VARIABLES in a simple circuit to show their effect on the

circuit.
= 'PREDICT the effects, on simple circuits when bulbs, wire and cells

are connected in different way's. .-

. - INFER the path that electricity travels in. hidden circuits.

'- TEST the transmission of electricity through avariety of materials,
and INFER that some materials tonduct electricity better than

others.

Attitudes

Appreciate safe use of electricity.
Appreciation for increasing import-
ance and role of electricity in
related technologies..

Comments

Students should have experience in
using batteries, bulbs and wire in
exploring differedW..ways to make

simple circuits.. Such experiences
will'not only, aid leprning but also
help students develop psychomotor skills.

CAUTION:' Electrical sources should
be limited to dry cells.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Magnets and electromagnets- Constructing electrical model's

30
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DIVISION TWO CORE-CURRICULUM=

I

"The major emph6is.of the Elementary Science program is on.the
development of the, process skitls within.the framework of an in4uiry
approach to teaching science."

(

PROCESS SKILL observing, measuring, blassifying, comduniciting,inferring,.
predicting, controlling variables, interpreting data,
defining operationally,* formulating models,* hypothesizing,*
experimenting.* -I

* to be introduced'with lighter emphasis

,TOPIC OVERVIEW FOR DIVISION TWO

Matter. and Energy

Changes in /latter

Sound
Light

Electricity
Energy Resources and
Conservation

B. Living Thins and Environment

Environmental Factors
Adaptations
Ecosystems and Environment

C. Earth /Space /Time

Weather
Water and Land

3

a

,Note: For ch topic of study both the subject matter and skillsAo be
taught have been listed, An attempt has been made to include
appropriate attitude statements. )As well, elective topics related
to each area are suggested as possible extension of-the core topics.
The suggestions provided in the Comments and Possible Elective
section's are not scriptive in nature.r

31
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MATTER AND ENERGY - DIVISION II

CHANGES IN MATTER

'7

-Subject Matter

Matter can be changed in. shape, size, state, and composition. Energy

is involved in every Change in matter, and in such changes some energy, is

lost to our use. Adding energy may result in changes of physical properties

as well as changes of state such as melting and evaporating. Removing

energy leads to condensing and freezing as well as size changes. Changes

of shape,, size.alliA state are usually easily reversed Changes of

compos,ition such as rusting or burning usually involve relatively larger
amounts of energy and are not easily reversed.

Skills ,

Students will:

- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and INFER changes in the 'state, shape, size anti'

composition of matter.

- INFER that change has taken place by using such indicators as

litmus or BTB. .

- OBSERVE that heating matter results 'in expansidn and cooling reults'

in contraction.
- OBSERVE processes ghtch as rusting and burning and INFER that such

processes result in changes in composition because they are not

easily reversed.
- OBSERVE proces such as melting /,evaporating, freezing/condensing

and INFER thaV such processes, result in charges in state, shape

or size because they are easily reversible.

Attitudes
Recognize that change continues

to take place in their environ-

ment.

Comments
Students will have difficulty recognizing
that energy is conserved4n most changes,
or that, it is involved in such processes

as rusting-: It is not easily measurable
or observed in many cases. Note that
expansion of water when it freezes is a
rare exception to the common occurrence
of matter- contracting when cooled.
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CAUtION: Safety considerations are
important when dealing with very cold
or very hot materials.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Crystals

1
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MATTER AND ENERGY - DIVISION'll

- SOUND

Subject Matter

Sound is a form of energy produced by vibrating objects. Sound travels
only through matter and in all directions from the source. Sound may be

transmitted, reflected, or absorbed. Materials differ in their ability to

transmit sound. 7he loudness of a sound decreases with the distance from

the source. Sounds that are unpleasant-because of loudness andother---:

"characteristics are termed noise.

Skills

Students will:

- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and DEMONSTRATE conditions necessary to produce sound.

- IDENTIFY and CONTROL variables.th'et cause changes in Bound:

- OBSERVE and INFER that solids transmit sound better than liquids and

gases. . .

- OBSERVE that sound-becomes less audible as the distance from the

source increases.
- DEMONSTRATE .that materials vary'in their ability to transmit, reflect

or absorb sound. , .

=,

DESCRIBE ,some of the possible effects that sound of various kinds

has on people and the environment.

Attitudes

Develop positive attitude con-
cerning the impact of excessive
sound on our health and.well

being;

Comments

,The4lastitem in Subject Matter will allow
students an opportunity to explore pleasant
aspects of sound (e.g., music) as well as

identify and discuss sources of noise, and
the impact noise' has on people and the

.environment.' N.

Possible Related Eleotive Topics

Noise pollt.ttion .Making simple musical instruments

Acoustics

,
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MATTER AND ENERGY - DIVISION II

LIGHT

Subject Matter

Light is a form of energy'that tends to travel in straight lines and
can be reflected, refracted and absorbed. Material's differ in their
ability to influence light. The intensity of light decreases with the
distance from the source. White light is a combination of ,all the colours
of the spectrum. Pridms, lenses, and mirrors influence the behavior of
light.

SkiIh5

Students will: .r

- DEMONSTRATE that a beam of light can be reflected or refracted, and the
degee to which this happens depends on the colour, lustre and compo-
sition of the material.

- OBSERVE.that an Object can be seen when it reflects light, or is a
source of light.

- 'OBSERVE light reflecting off a mirror and INFER that light usually.
travels in a straight line.

- PREDICT possible paths of light under various conditions.
- OBSERVE that light becomes less intense as the distance bgtween the

Observation and the source increases.
- OBSERVE and DESCRIBE the effect that,lenses, mirrops and priSms have

on light.

Attitudes

Students will develop an appre-
ciation of instances where light
and Optics are useful'in every-'
day life.

Value'the aportahce of the eye,
understand the pfroblemS ac-

. companying blindness and, obey
eye safety principles and
practices.

Comments

/t is advisable to use a clear aquarium
or vertical filament bulb in your light
box for light refraCtion investigations.

Activities using lenses,.prisms, mirrors
Olirtor cards) help spudents develop
psychomotor skills.

CAUTION: Instruct the children not
to observe direct Alight.

35
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MATTER AND ENERGY - DIVISION II

ENERGY RESOURCES ANDCONSERVATION

Subject Matter

Energy exists in many forms and can be classified as renewable or
nonrenewable. Alternative energy resources include: 'wind, ruhningo water,
biomass, solar and nuclear. 'Intensive energy use .by man has resulted in
changes in the environment., Conservation of energy and developmentof
alternative sources are essential to our future welll'ing.

Skills
Students will:

- IDENTIFtand DESCRIBE examples of energy forms sand uses.
- CLASSIFY energy resources as renewable or nonrenewable.
- COMPARE alternative energy sources, e.g., solar, windland nuclear

energy.
- GATHER, ORGANIZE and INTERPRET data about energy use and INFER the

effects of this use on the environment. '

- DEMONSTRATE ways in which energy use can be conserved in the home and
the school.

'Attitudes

Develop an awareness that can
exhibit behaviours that demon-
styate responsible use of
energy,

Comments

Thistopic is conducive to integration
'with Social Studies. Principles of
conservation are readily adapted to
daily behaviours in the classroom'
- such as turning out lights, etc.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Models of solar collectors Hot .dog cookers

Windmills -

37
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LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT- DIVISION II

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Subject Matter ' .

Organisms live in habitats that have environmental factors favourable

to their survival. These environmental factors include temperature, light
and moisture. Organisms respond to changes in the environmental factors

within their habitat.

Skills

Students 174.11:

DESIGN in CONSTRUCT systems to determine how organisms respond to
changes in their environment.

CONTROL VARIABLES such as temperature, light and moisture and describe
the response of the organisms to these changes.
INFER the types of natural habitats of organisms on the basis of their
response to'factors such as temperature, light and moisture.

Attitudes

Acquire a sensitivity for the
nature of systems. Recognize the
importance of considering the
interdependence of environmental
factors.

Comments

Students should have experiences in
planning and arranging ways to find
out how organisms such as mealworms
respond to variations in environmental
factors like temperature, light and
moisture.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Investigate small animals and
their habitats - in the students'
immediate environment.

Plan and construct aquaria or terraria to
house simple organisms; use previously
learned skills to care for small
organisms.

1 38 43
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LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT' - DIVISION II

-* ADAPTATIONS

Subject Matter

Structural orbehavioral adaptations on characteristics of plants and
animals, in response to environmental stimuli, which contribute to their
continued survival. Adaptations help protect' organisms from predators,
get food, eat and move.

Migration is a behavioral adaptation; while protective coloration or
camouflage is a structural adaptation.

SoMe organisms develop through stages of a life oycle with each stage
exhibiting special adaptive characteristics.

Plant and animal adaptations can form the basis for classifications
such as predator - prey, herbivore - omnivore - carnivore.

Skills

Students will:

OBSERVE plant and animal characteristics and behaviors and INFER their
adaptive function.

CLASSIFY adaptations as behavioral or structuNkl.
TRACE the life cycle of an organism and DESCRIBE ie special adaptive
characteristics at each stage.

CLASSIFY animals as predator or prey on the basis of their special
ad tations.

Attitudes

Individual projects on plants
or animals and their adaptive,
characteristics.

Comments

Students should have the opportunity
to make personal observations of life
,cycles or organisms such-as frogs,'
mealworms and brine shrimp.

Stddents could design an imaginary
plant or animal whichuis adapted to a
certain environment.



LIVING THINGS AND ENVIRONMENT - DIVISION II

ENVIRONMENT AND ECOSYSTEMS

Subject Matter

The earth environment influences and is influenced by physiCal factors

of weather, adiation.and by life forms, particularly humans. In the total

earth environment changes seem tb be occuring in the composition of the

atmosphere, the quality of the water and the productivity of the land due

to man's impact. The well-being of all living things is determined by the

combined effects of all environmental factors.

The interaction of all factors involving communities of living

things may be studied as an ecosystem where populations share resources

of matter and energy in meeting survival needs and maintaining contidgity

of the community:

Skills
Studedts will:

- OBSERVE and DESCRIBE characteristics of a local environment.

- COLLECT and RECOU information regarding the interacting factors

within an environment.
- CLASSIFY components of an environment as living or non-living.

- CLASSIFY living components of an environment as producer, consumer

or decomposer.
INFER interactions and inter-relationships to describe a food chain

within an environment.

- IDENTIFY possible causes of change in a particulars system.

- INFER possible effects of changes which may occur in an ecosystem.

Attitudes
Awareness of the wholehess of our
environment and the importance of
each component upon other com-
ponents and the entire environ-

ment.

Sensitivity to the special in-

fluence of man and'his activities
onthe environment as a'whole.

Sensitivity to the consequence
of some of the changes wrought
by man upon certain species,of
plant and animal.

Comments
Field trips to explore a variety of
environments, the building and
maintenance of terraria and aquaria
in the classroom and the study of
the characteristics of certain
regions through films and slide
series will increase student
motivation and enhance the student's

compiehension. Reports and projects

by students deriving frbm these
studies provide opportunity to apply
learning to familiar situations.
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Possible Related Elective Topics

Studies of population§
e.g. dandelions



1

EARTH; SPACE, TIME - DIVISION II

WEATHER

4

SUbjeCt Matter

Changes in temperature, humidity and pressure in the atmosphere contribute

to the pattern of weather we experience. Weather factors can be measured

with various instruments such as thermometers, anemometers, barbmeters, 'and
.

rain gauges.

Skills

Students will:

GATHER, RECORD and
c.

GRAPH weather data and on the basis of previous patterns

PREDIGT.possible future weather conditions.
CONSTRUCT simple weather .instruments and use them to measure and record

weather factors.

Attitudes
Since weather phenomendinvolve
the complex interaction of several
factors students should rec-
ognize that. forecasts are
guesses at best and may well
apply to small regions within
the forecast area.

Comments

Students can use records of weather
factors in a local designated area to
develop a climate profile for that. area.

Students can compare their observation
of weather factors 1101 Average values
over time (climate) to show both trends

and fluctuations.

Possible Related Elective Topics

Mini.l..climate studies

. 42.
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EARTH, SPACE, TIME:- DIVISION II

WATER AND LAND

Subject Matter.

. Wind and running water change the land surface through erosion and
deposition. The quAlity of the water is affected by its own erosive
action and by human activity.

Skills

Students. will:

- OBSERVE and DESCRIBE chapges in physical features of the earth and
INFER that the earth's surface is in continuous change.

- OBSERVE changes in the surface of the land caused by wind and running
water and INFER that these have altered some of our major'land
forms over time.

- OBSERVE and INFER the stages (phases) of the water cycle.
- OBSERVE, DESCRIBE and INFER that the quality of water (and water

systems) is influenced by natural phencimena and human activity.

Attitudes

Awareness 'Of the constructive and
distinctive changes continually
taking place through erosion 40A
deposition and the enhancement
of these effects from human
activity. Sensitivity to the
total consequences of the re-
duction in quality of water and
the loss of soil.

Comments

46is topic is ideally suited to out-
of-classroom activities and studies
extended over the year. Comparison
of a series of photographs of'an
area which has been eroded will allow.
students to effectively extend the
observation time of these slow
processes. 4 .
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ELECTIVES

I. NATURE OF THE ELECTIVE

1. The elective portion of the program should comprise approximately 20%-

30% of the instructional time allotted for elementary science.,

2. The elective portion of the program can be covered on a regular basis

r
throughout the school term(e.g. once a week, twice a month),ox be

consqiidated into larger blocks.oftim6 (e.g., 2 -week units).

4 3. The context of the elective may be:

a) an extension of the subject matter in any of the core topic

areas.

b) a content area not prescribed as a core topic area but

covered by the text series being used.

*c) locally developed units as determined by the teacher er

school system.
determined by student and/or teacher interests.*d)

NOTE: The elective component is a mandatory requirement of

the elementary science program of studies. Elective

topics should be chosen in accordance with the guide-

lines above.

* The Flora and Fauna of Alberta Kit can be resequenced for use as

elective topics.
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II. SUGGESTED ELECTIVE TOPICS'

Suggested
Topic Division Suggested Resources

1. Trees Division 1

Division 2

2. Mapping Division 1

Division 2

3. Winter Studies . Division 1

Division 2

4. Crystals . Division 1

Division 2

5. Rocks and Minerals Division 1

Division 2

6. Soil Studies Division 1

Division 2

7. tndepth Life Division 1 &
Studies, e.g. fish Division 2
reptiles, insects
birds, mammals,
dinosaurs, plants'

0

iuddin.Twigs ESS
Trees - 5/13
Forest Appreciation - WEDGE,

Trees - EYE
Budding Twigs - ESS
Studies for,Woodlands
- Ryerson

Flora & Fauna Kit
Seeing Through Trees-
- WEDGE

Mapping - ESS.

Mapping Small Places - EYE

Snow and Ice - EYE
Miniclimates EYE

Snow and Ice EYE
Miniclimates EYE
The Snow Book - WEDGE

Library referenced

Library references

Rocks and Charts - ESS

Rocks and Charts ESS

There's Dirt in the Forest
WEDGE

Studying Soil - Ryerson
Running Water - EYE
Grounds for Erosion WEDGE

Flora & Fauna Kit

Question Mark Trail
Trees - 5/13

Eggs and Tadpoles - ESS
Small Creatures
Dandelion - EYE

Cont'd

.0.1010.4,



NW

Topic

Suggested
Division Suggested Resources

8. Dinosaurs Division 1

9. Fossils Division. 2

10. Environmental Division 1 & Tracks - ESS

Studies Division 2' Pond Water - ESS
Studies for Open Places

Ryerson
Studies for Woodlands
- Ryerson

Studying Streams - Ryerson
Flora & Fauna Kit
Miniclimates - EYE
Ecology of. Your Community

- EYE
Poriution - EYE
Minibeatts - 5/13
Stream Tables - ESS
Running-Water - EYE .

The Pond Book - WEDGE
The Creek Book - WEDGE
Science on a Kite String

'WEDGE
There's Dirt in the Forest

- WEDGE
Cast Your Class Co the Wind

- WEbGE

Studying Mammals - Ryerson
Studying Insects - Ryerson
Studying Birds - Ryerson
Studying Plants = Ryerson

Mealworms EYE

Brine Shrimp - ESS
Birds - EYE
Life of Beans and Peas - ESS

Microgardening ESS

Minibeasts - 5/J3 Series
The Jolly Green Classroom
J WEDGE

Library reference

Library references

11. Space Travel
Flight

A

Division 1 Library references

DivisiOn 2 " , Library references

.0*

Cont'd
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Topic
Suggested
Division

12. Microscope Studies Division 2

13. Light and Shaddws Division 1.

Division 2

14. Astronomy Division 2

. 15. Simple Machines Division 1

Division 2

16. Magnetism Division 1

Electromagnets 'Division 2

17. Heat, Division 2

18. Populations Division 1

Division 2

19. Projects Division 1
collections
Science Fair

/Suggested' Resources

Small Things - ESS
Microgardening - ESS
Cells - text resources

Light and Shadows - ESS

Optics - ESS

Daytime Astronomy - ESS
Astronomy - EYE
Text resources

Hearing and Cooling - ESS

The Dandelion EYE

Drops, Streams and Containers
- ESS

_Pendulums - ESS
constructing Time - 5/13
models
care of living Division 2 Batteries and Bulbs II
things 1 ESS

consumer
product testing

-Science on a Kite String
- WEDGE

student interest 1 Classroom Cameras - WEDGE
Kids and Kites WEDGE
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1 I

ORGANIZATION FOR
INSTRUCTION
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
taCh learning experience is based, at least in part, on .a direct'

learning.situation. In each experience the child is confronted with a

new situation or new materials which he explores, sometimes freely and

at other times within a structured learning activity. Through this ,

manipulation of materials the child is given opportunities to apply
the process skills: observing, classifying; measuring and so on.
Development of these skills is in part spontaneous and in part guided by
the teacher through the use of focussing questions and directed activity.
tasks.

Following from the experience, one or more main ideas or concepts

emerges. These concepts can be developed verbally,.first by giving
students opportunities to discuss the specifics of their experiences
then by class discussion of the larger ideas or concepts that are in-

volved. Once, established, the range and limits of the new concept should

be explored. The extension of the concept or idea may involve further
activities and application of proce.ss skills, or it may involve extending
the experience through reading, discussion or use of audio-visual

materials.

Thd emphasis on process skill dev,elopment through a student activity
approach may require changes in instructional strategies. There will be

an increased emphasis on:

i) individual group activities.

ii) handling of equipMent and materials which will necessitate
greater demands on ability to organize and distribute equip-

ment and'materials. .

iii) outdoor studies.
iv) student participation and less emphasis on teacher'demonstra-

tions.

v) integration with other subject areas.

Teachers doing ctivity-basgd science for the first time should
proceed slowly in terms of initially setting simple tasks'that can be
done in a short period of time before pursuing a strong activity pro-
gram. This allowS opportunity for developing discipline and control,
organizing materials and training students in activity science in terms
of expectations regarding performance, conduct, and safety.

Being organized in terms of equipment is. a key factor in the success

of an activity program. ThiS includes s'torage of equipment, access to

materials by students, methods of distributing resources, clean-up and
returning equipment to the appropriate place.

48.
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The skills and subject matter of the new program provide ample-
oppo4XUnity for integration with other subject areas. The teacher
should-plan to develop certain concepts in mathematics (e.g. 'graphihgl,.
measuring) through appropriate science activities. In the sane way
science can be integrated with social Stuciekp.g. studyof resource's

wIdgrade 4 using a decision-making social action, model.

Integration and interdisciplinary approaches provide more instrue-
tional,time for science sincerthe process skills in science are basically
similar to those being developed in the other subject areas (e.g. commun-
ication skills in language arts, measuring skills in mathematics, etc.).

4. t
The teacher's ,e4' each of the resource alternatives provides

fairly detailed infoimation regarding:

i) a4vance preparations
ii) grouping of students for particular activities

iii) equipment/facility needS
iv) instructional strategies to be Used
v)' . background information

vi) .evaluation
vii) integration

viii) extension and enrichment.

B. ALLOCATION OF TIME

49
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The activity-oriented
program requires ample
time within the science
period for activities to be
carried but to,cbmpletion.
tIt is strongly advised'
that school systems follow
the recommended minimum r

time allotments suggested
earlier in the curriculum

guid*for Divisions 1 and
. .

Specific time,allot-'*
nents for each lesson'are .

sUggested by the authors
in the teachers' Q,dition
bfltihe textbook. The

t
tiMe:allotted for a
science period should be
ample to conduct the
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activities. This may require that occasionally'the science period may

.have to be extended.

C. CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION
Class size is a major factor in any activity-oriented 5rogram.

While smaller class sizes prOvide certain advantages in organizing for

instruction, careful. planning and preparation on the part of the teacher

can ensure success with 'large' classes. 8everal.guidelines are.suggested

in terms of "doing activity science" with large classes. These are:

i) use of small groups with thetask or activity clearly out-

. lined and the expected outcome understood

ii) proceeding slowly through activities, one task at a time

iii) 'splitting the class so that'one group'does atiyities while

another group is involved in seat work (reading, research,

discussion, etc.)

L,

11

Pro.nt,

A

iv) use of teacher aidet or 'iararrofessionals

v) setting a specific time period, in which;a taskmas't be completed

vi) giving members in groups specific fadips001-form (egg. occiiiiY-

their time with' things to. do or. be respbris,ible fox.

For split grades it is recommended that- Cycling.of text Xesourees',

not be used (e.g. use of grade S,resources in grade 4..nd grade 4 resources

in grade 5). It is recommended thatalternatives be consid6red

.

et
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4. CIF

for split grades. These include:

i) covering half of the concept strands or themes of a particular
resource but over two grades, e.g. for a grade 4-5 split using
Houghton Mifflin ebver the Living Objects and Order in Space/
Time themes for grade 4 and 5 in the first year and tke follow-
ing year cover Change and Interaction and Structural Patterns
themes for grades ,4 and 5.

r

r

p
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ii) having the system determine one set of core topics td be

covered during the first year of the split class and another

set of topics the second year. This requires system planning

and organization.

D. CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
In the science programs outlined in this guide, students learn by

becoming active participants in the learning process. This learning

process takes a variety of forms including viewing, listening, reading,

ciriting and discussing as well as direct hands-on learning experiences.

The teacher's role is mainly to guide and manage the total learning

process rather than to be primarily a sbuxce of information. Effective

management of-the science classroom is thus critically important_to the

program's success. Following are some suggestions for effective manage-

ment that have been found to be helpful.

1. Be Well Prepared

- Check that all needed materials are available for each activity.
Become. familiar with each activity by trying it out in advance.

- Prepare and assemble materials in advance.

At
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411 2. Use a Variety of Matevals and Approaches,

- Combine investigative p.roblem solving activities with the related
language skills of listening, reading, writing and speaking:

_- Use a variety of manipulative materials and equipment.

- ;Use reading materials for supporting and reinforcing learning.
- Use audio - visual materials for introduction, reinforcement and
extension of learning activities.

Establish,Routines

- Establish routine,s to handle events that come up.regularly rather
than deal with every event separately. Routines should be
established for: - where materials are stored

- how Materials are to be gathered and used
- how groups are to be formed
- how groups should work
- clean-up procedures

- format of written work, etc.
- safe practices and procedures
- student conduct.

4. Establish a,Clear Sense of Purpose

- Be sure that the purpose of eacti lesson activity is understood
before the activity is begun.

- Ensure that students follow through with assigned hands-on and
written work.

- Establish a reasonable standard for written' work.
- Provide frequent praise and reinforcement to students.

Evaluate student learning frequently.

5. Provide Opportunities for Independent Thought and Exvression

- Allow as much independent, and small group work with materia as
possible.

- Ask questions th*t encourage creative or higher leVels of thinking
rather than just the recall of information.'

- When asking questions, i'allow time for students to think before
asking for a response.

- Set tasks that allow more than one, method of-solution and encourage
students to come up with their own approach.

- Use problem s611.iing situations where the answer or solution is not
evident or may have many solutions possible.

- Provide opportunities for individual or group projects.
- Use student ideas for designing classroom experiments and

evaluating those experiments.

= Show interest in student questions and concerns.
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6. Se Empathetic

Encourage tolerance of diff rent viewpoints.

- Help children relax a laugh off frustrations.

- Help students enjoy'the wonder of science.

- Use puzzles, special p ms, or stories to,add variety.

E FACILITIES AND MATERIALS ORGANIZATION
'A science laboratory would be useful but not essential. While-

facilities with sinks, running water, growing ,stations, etc., are ideal,

the program can be carried out in a regular classroom. Desks could be

moved apart or together to form larger surface areas to work on if

tables are not available. The out-of-doors can be used to show the

application of what is being studied to the real world.

Organization of materials is'an
important factor in the success of.any

science program. Well organized materials
can help make science teaching enjoyable;
lack of organization leads to a wastage of
time, materials and effort.

There are many approaskes to organ-
izing science materials. In many cases,

organization strategies have been built
into the learning resource materials them-

selves. Where the programs are accompanied
by kits, many of the materials argi provided
and are packaged in a way that facilitates
teaching of each unit. Where kits are not

part of the program, the teaching materials
generally include a listing of materials'to
facilitate planning and ordering but from
this point the exact method or organization
is left to the teacher and school.

In most cases, science materials must
be organized at the school level as a co-
operative staff effort. In some large
school systems, a centralized syStem of
distributing materials may be adopted but -
this is generally to support the schools
own system of organizing materials rather
than in place of it. Each school staff
should thus establish its own guidelines
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as to where materials are to be stored and what ystem(s) are to be used
for their organization.

Refer to Appendix IIfor ideas for organization of materials.'

f. OUTDOOR STUDIES
A Framework

Elementary science approached through the natural curiosity of
students provides a unique opportunity for extending the classroom into
the school yard, the neighbourhood and facilities, nearby fields, boule-
vards, museums, and natural or park areas. The outdoor classroom proves
an effective and stimulating learning environment in which students can

',use the process s,kills in first -hand experiences to diseaker, observe,
interpret, understand and appreciate things and processes of the real,
world around them.

Concrete experiences that involve seeing, touching and doing have
their greatest potential for stimulating the growth of children's ability
to think and learnwhen they are an integral part of an ongoing program,
practiced in context with the concept areas. The ultimate goal of the
experiential- learning pr6cess is to develop, environmentally alert individ-
uals capable of making well:-reasoned interpretations and motivated to
taking responsibility for their decisions throughout life.

Division One

To be relevant to children who are at an 'age of lbarning primarily
-

by doing rather than by watching and listening, a Division One science
program should provide a variety of school year experiences to promote
a sense of wonder about the world close at hand.,

- Sensory awareness activities in the world outside the school
serve as stimuli for developing basic skills in ok6euctUo. The
five Aenses are a young seientist's basic tools for discovering
detail.

1

- A gravelled, parking lot may he h medium for practicing techniques
of grouping and cta6siying rocks as objeCts, according totheir
'similarities and differences.

- Mea3cming shadows may be the starting point for developing the
concept of change through the seasons.,

- Recording data and commuhicating information are meaningful
exercises when applied to practical observations such as an
"adopted tree", a Ladybeetle search, or tracks,in the snow.
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Division Two

1

Through direct interaction with biological, physical artd social

phenomena of the real world, the Division II science program should

provide experiences for students to increase their ability to appreciate

and apply the inquiry skills, enabling them to form impressions and

develop concepts of the. environment of which they are a part.

- Ohetving, ceassi6ying, meaSuhing.and communxicating remain essential-

skills to be practiced and integrated into outdoor experiences.

Implications for classroom teaching include the recognition that

children's understanding of abstractions is generally preceded by

an understanding ,of the concrete. Obser-ving the diversity of

organisms in a local slough is astep toward understandingthe

concept of systems as fuDctioning units.

- An exploratory approach to learning is appropriate for using
teachable moments, turning children's questions back to them,

causing them to look again, to examine more closely, and thought-

fully in6eAting what 'happened in the light of conclusions draWrk

from all available evidence. A broken shell of a bird's egg is a

clue to inferring several possible events. Shape and sizes of

buildings or trees may be inferred from the shadows they cast.'

- gtedicting change is a practical and valuable activity for making
connections between today and tomorrow, between cause and effect.

;Predictions about the effect of weather; wind or temperature,' or
insect activity may be made and later verified to confirm patterns

of relationship.
- A study of micro-climates around the school yard provides for rec-=

ognizing enyironmental factors and coat/tote-big vatiabte4 to

show their effect:
..

- Inteittotaing data is a logical follow h"rough on activities where
observations and measurements have been recorded as data. Plant

or animal population counts, quadrat studies,.or tallying and

classifying schoolyard litter are Sample activities from which to

interpret data.

- I,n sp'ng the daily observed increase i n the pace of life provides

opportunities forAeSim.ng opeitconatty the sun's effect as.the

-ultimate source of energy. Freezing of water in the fall is an

event which'can be observed and tested, and the process operation-

ally defined in terms of how it works:
Fokmuging hypo4e3C4 is a.spontaneouslyi)racticed skill with
children who are eager to find explanatiOs for the occurrence
of very ordinary biologicar.and physical-phenomena in their

, surroundings. Connecting a snowy experiece with the water cycle,
explaining the presence of earthworms after a rain, or attracting

birds to a feeding station are examples of using observations to

assess and.hypothesize on patterns of relationships. ,

Many instances in daily living are in effect a type of expeAbnent-

ing sand controlling varia es. Defining problems, posing solutions,
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taking actions to control certain events, and reflecting on the
results are as basic to carrying out experimental procedures in
science class as they are to planning how to spend a weekly
allowance.

G. SAFETY
It'-is .,the.responsibility of the teacher and the school to provide

a safe working environment. It is: important that the teacher implement
'safety procedures and guidelines. Elementary science activities provide
opportunities to develqp safety habits. With advance planning and aware-
ness-of possible unsafe situations, accidents maybe avoided by control-
ling the danger or using appropriate safe procedures. By developing an
awareness and understanding of safety, children will soonAevelop a
positive attitude towards safety as a_,1-esult of the safe pradriNs and
procedures being consciously followed.

Additional information on safety procedures and guidelines is found
in Appendix IV.

I
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H. EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

An effectiye evaluation program should serve several main pur-

poses:

1. To indicate.to students their relative success in the program.

2. Te serve as a basis for planning "and' further instruction.

3. To provide information to parents and administrators.
A

Some Principles of Evaluation
.6.Ao

1. Evaluation should be related to program objectives. A comprehensive

_ evaluation program for elementary science should include measurement

of proficiency in science process skills and attitudes as well as

science knowledge.

2. Evaluation is a continuous process. Teachers and studentg need con-

tinuous feedback on the effectiveness of their efforts. If evaluation

were to be done only occasionally, considerable time might be wasted

in activities that are not appropriate.

3. Evaluation is a cooperative process. Evaluation should not be

something that teachers N!*.Vto" students but rather something that

is done "with" students. Students should be aware of the purpose

of each activity they undertake and be involved in the evaluation

of their own accomplishments and performance.

4
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4. Effective evaluation will require a variety of approaches.' The use
of teacher-prepared paper and pencil tests is appropriate for
measuring achievement of knowledge objectives but measurement of
other objectives may require other techniques. A comprehensive
evaluation program in science might include the following:

a) written achievement tests;
b) informal observations by the teacher; -

c) formal observation (use of checklists);
d) anecdotal records; ,

?

e) pKactical tests (lab tests);
review of children's record books; and

,g) review of student's project work.

Suggestions for use of some of these techniques.are given under
separate headings below'.

.

Achievement Tests

Achievement tests tend to be most effective at measurinpstudent re-
call of program content. They are often less effective as measures of
understanding of science processed, attitudinal growth and growth of
psychomotor,skills. -"For this reason paper and pencil tests should not
,be the only measure of student progress in science.

With this reservation n mind, an effective evaluation program will
still likely consist, at least in part, of paper and pencil tests.
Effective'testing materials have been included in a number of the
recommended resource materials. In particulaPMch of the text programs
has one or more means of evaluation, some of which are based on know-
ledge and vocabulary and. some of which are criterion referenced to
include tests of skills as well. In some of the resources, evaluation
materials are provided which can serve as the basis for a weekly or at
least monthly evaluation program.

Additional tests maybe constructed by teachers to fill any gaps
in available test materials.

Informal Observation

To provide for informal evaluation, the teacher must occasionally
remNve himselffherself from the role of director of classroom activities
aid instead, take on the role of observer. To do this, the teacher
should take time to sit down with groups of Students while'they proceed
'independently" with the task at hand, observing individual contributions
N_the group"and observing the progress of tI( group as a whole. At
these times, the teacher should be careful n t to revert to the teacher-
as-instructor role or students will not complete their tasks in their
own way and the teacher will not have a true picture of how the students

.are thinking. ,.

4,
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Through careful observation, the teacher may spot groups whiCb are

not functioning as well as they might. With experience, the teacher

should be able to isolate the particular skills in need of improvement

and take measures to improve them. In some cases, this can be done by

merely asking a question to focus the attention of the group on something

they have overlooked. In other cases, it may require a class discussion

focusing on the relative success of different approaches used bythe

various groups.

Formal Observation

Skills which are of particular importance to watch for are:

i) science process skills;

ii) group skills.

if
In monitoring student proficiency orachievement in the pr6cesS

skills, the following checklist may be-helpful. For furtherideas on

obseritation see:

Skill - Check points .(behaviours that are indicative

of student's skill development.

Observing

Classifying

Measuring 1

Communicating

- Shown patience and perseverance in making

careful obServations.

- Uses a variety of sensory obiervations
rather than just visual.

- Recognizes subtle changesand distinctions
between' objects or events.

Identifies key differences between objects

or events.

' - Uses measuring equipment in an appropriate

waye,
- Measures accurately.

- Interprets accurately information and
instructions presented in writing.

- Interprets accurately information and
instructions presented orally.

- Interprets accurately information presented

. in graphic ,or pictorial form.

- Adequately communicates observations and

findings orally.

- Adequdtelyscommunicates observations and

findings in writing,

- Adequately communicates observations and
-findings ilgraphic'and pictorial form.

62 .
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Communicating Adequately participates in discussions of
(Cont'd) science activities.

Inferring

Predicting

- Identifies relationships between events.
- Makes wise use of prior knowledge in making
,inferences.

- Maintains a questioning attitude rather
than jumping to conclusions.

- Recognizes factors that are involved in
'determining the course of events.

- Can make rdasonable predictions of future
events based on available information..

Controlling - Recognizes variables within an experiment.
Variables Takes account of eaclikyariable in designing

and interpreting exp4Timents.

Interpreting Data
, .

' Defining
Operationally

tw

- Can distinguill relevant from irrelevant data.
- Can recognize a trend of events.
- Can.summarize the findings of experiment.

Can identiTy'an object "or event by simple
tests.

- Can describe how simple tests are used in
identifying objects and events.
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Group Work

Through careful'observation, the teacher will be able to gauge

-- individual and group success in completing assigned tasks. Where groups

have difficulty completing tasks, the teacher may follow up by spot

teaching or class disCussion. Some specific problems and appropriate

remedial teaching strategies are given in the following chart.

Strategies for Group Activities

Problem

Membersi.not listening

. to other members.

Students not participat-
ing in the task.

Stereotyping of roles

with group. (e.g. one

person always manipu-
lating the materials, .

another student always,
the recorded.)

Suggested Rilmedial Teaching Strategy

After each student makes an observation or
suggestign, have another student rdpeatw,hat
was said, comment and add his own ideas.

At intervalS, freeze the actions of the group
and call on individuals to summarize the work
,Of'the group over the past five or ten minutes.

i) Shift membership in groupi .(usually
.best done between tasks rather than
during tasks)'.

ii) Suggest that students rotate roles for

each day's activities,

ti
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APPENDIX
THE PROCESS SKILLS

OBSERVING
The process of observation is perhaps the most basic inquiry skill.

The child, almost from birth, develops-his ability to use the five senses'
to gain information about objects and 'events in hiS immediate environment.
Constantly bombarded with perceptual information, the child learns to
organize and assimilate information about himself, others and his immediate
environment. His reliance on observations also influences the child's
conception of things about him.

It is essential that the child develop his skills imobserving
through first-hand experiences. Given a variety of objects, the child
used his five senses to obtain' information about the object: its colour,
shape, texture, smell, taste, sound.it makes when dropped, whether it is
heavy or light when compared to th r objects, whether it is warm or cold.
Early'sexneriences in observations uld deal with the properties of
objects in the child's environne In addition, the child should describe
the various properties of an object verbally and later in written form.
In'the early school years, the, teacher plays a role in providing the
child with a variety of objects and materials to-:practise obsevation
amd in describing those observations imprecise terns.
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Observations identify those characteristics or properties that are

directly perceived through the senses. As such, observing requires .

physical manipulation of the objectcs) orsmaterdals as well as smelling,

hearing and touching for sensory information. Field trips should be-

utilized to extend the awareness of objects both in the natural and man-

made environments.

Since observation provides the basis for making predict.i.ons, infer-

ences and hypotheses, care must be taken to ensure a proficiency in .the :

skill during the primary grades.' Experiences in observation are greatly

enhanced through outdoor nature walks and in the examination of interest-
ing objects brought to school by both pupil and teacher.

As the child handles and manipulates a variety of objects, during the

early years, he also sets the stage for making quantitative observations,..

That ds, he observes that some objects are lighter or heavier, larger or

smaller, or warmer or colder when compared-to other-objects. The com-

parison is relative-to the other object, or to a standard unit.
andopportunity and experience 'should be provided in kindergarten and grade

one to make r ative comparisons. The child should express or describe

the quantitativ differences (size, mass, temperature) between.objects

with a vccabul y of descriptive words and phrases. Having made com-

parative
4karative obs wations b*ween objects, the,child begins to lay the

1

foundation or,the.development of another important skill for obtaining

data - th skill ofmeasurement. Through the bbservation period of

visually examining and physically manipulating objects, the primary

student begins to become more accurate in his comparisons through the

use of standard units. This marks the early stages of measurement.

__, " , . . -

As the child works with a variety of objects and materials, he be:- .

comes aware that some objects undergo change, either on their own or as a

result of some manipulation or interaction. The ability to observe

chan"ge and to depict change in descriptive terms is yet another imension

in the.process of observing, that of making qualitative observat ons.

Early experiences in making qualitative obiervaki s may include observing

and describing changes in state of inaterials.(so' to liquid, ice cube

. to water, etc.), observing and describing changes as a result of burning,

dissolving, decomposition, freezing, deHydration, etc. Closely related

to qualitative observation is the process of identifying the factor which

will or would cause a change, or the expected effect the factor will

produce..
1

An interpretation of an observation is an inference. The teacher

should be cautious in distinguishing'between observations and inferences.

As the child progresses' from making o servations,,the interpretation of
observatiojinitiates the developmen of the skill of inferring.. Around

grade three the child should be able distinguish between observations

(properties or characteristics perc ed by the senses) and inferences

(interpretation of the observation). Please refer to the section ,entitled

"INFERENCES" for further clarification.

-"Sk
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Proficient skills in observing and inferring lay the basis for the
development of predicting skills.inupper elementary. A prediction is
nothing more than an educated forecast based on prior observation, meaur
ment and inference between related variables. Predicting is further dis
cussed inthe section entitled "Predicting". It is important.that skills
in observing are well developed and established in the primary grades in
order that the dependent skill of predicting may develop on a solid base.
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Checklist of Observation Skills.

I. . Identifies properties or characteristics of objects using the five ,

senses.

I

2. Describes (verbally and in written work) an object on the basis

of sensory infOrmation.

3. Observes and describes quAntitatixte characteristics of objects.

4. Observes and describes qualitative changes in objects.

S. Di-stinguished between observations and inferences.

6. Observes, and describes objects, change and interaction in objects

in the environment.
4,

7. Able to make predictions and inferences on the basis,of observation.,

MEASURING

Children begin their measuring experiences by comparing length,

. thickness, mass and capacity of objects. Their measurements are'expressed

mitkpl terms of being "lighter-than, heavier than, longer than,shorter than,

etc.". These compafative measurements are made by visual examination_-and
physical manipulation of the objects to be compared.

.
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The child should be involved in making estimates or approximations
of the size, mass orltrolume of'objects. These estimate experiences occur
very early as the'child makes comparative judgements by way of physical
handling of visual observation, and stating that one object is heavier
than another.

The children may then use some arbitrary unit to measure the object
being examined. The Unit 'Could be in the forM of paper clips to measure
length or'the use of washers as a measure of mass, e.g. the object
weight five units (five washers). Since the unit may vary from time to
time, the children then discover the need for a standard unit. Initially
the student should use the S.I. base units M, 1, kg,and later the sub-
multiples such as-cm, dm, ml -and g. At this stage the teacher nay elect
to have.ihe students Construct their own measuring instruments or to use
rulers, metre sticks,. mass units and equal arm balances fouhd in.the"
school.

>/4

' ..-C

The child should also have the opportunity to order objects in
sequence from the,compatative assessments he has made. 'The objects may
be ordered from tall to low, 'heavy to light, hot to cold, or vice versa.
In addition th child should also order from a relative position. For
example; he m be asked to select an object and sequentially order
objects from h avy to light. Similar experiences should be provided for ...
capacity, volume, temperature and linear dimension (length, width).

The child should be provided with the oppoitunity to use a variety
of measuring devices (of their owns'construction or commercially produced)
that are apPropridte to their level of psychOmbtor skill. Particularly
at the primary level the student should utilize unsophisticated, clearly
marked measuring devices:

As the child'experiences the use of a variety of measuring-instru-
ments', lie realizes that a particular instrument with a particular.
calibration is more suitable in Certain situations and impractical in
others. When choosing a particu,lar measuring device the student should
be able to select instruments with large,urrit calibratibns for large,
measures and vice versa. It is important that a child experience a
variety of calibrations in teasUring capacity, volume, mass and linear
dimensions.

Ai*,

Because of the base-ten format of the medic dInitS, the student
should be able to perceive the mathematical relationship of the sub-
multiples (for eicample, 10.mm = 2 cm, '10, cm =.1 dm, etc.). The ability '

to mathematically convert measures from one unit to another is not as
important as the ability to recognize that each unit, may be appropriate
in one measuring situation and notin another.

Measuring is aform of data collecting. Initially, he child will
take measurements of objects imediate to his environment,' including

/4-
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himself. The measurements taken may be.foi the purpose of describing an
object in terms of its dimensions, capacity.o4 mass. Measurements may

also be taken to compare and contrast between objects. Measuring is also

undertaken to show change.in an object, event or situation over time.
Such activities asVmeasuring air temperature or measuring the growth of
a plant serve as examples of measuring change. Change may be as a
result ofvarying environmental factors (such as light, moisture,
temperature), as a result of growth or as-,aresult of one object inter-
acting with another. The child may also introduce change in'an object,
situation or event as a result of manipulating one variable with another.
Subsequent measurements are taken to verify resulting change.

The datA or information acquired as a result of measuring must then.
`be:organized and communicated in some form or manner. Typically measure-
ments are transcribed into graphs, charts, diagrams, tables, etc. The

purpose of such dr ?anization is to show possible relationship as a result
of some factor of change. The upper elementary student should be able fo
infer or predict' possible relationships, or causes from given measurement
data. (in the form of graphs, tables, etc.).

The process of MeasuYing'is basic to elemehtayy school science. As

the child progresses from using a variety of measuring devic6s and metric
Units,he becomes more skillfdl in collecting quantified information. This

data oe information should be as a result of the pupil's participation in
some activity centered experience that is structured by the teaching to
arrive at a particular concept or generalization. More explicitly, measur-
ing is a form of activity that is part of an activity-centered lesson.

14.
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While many-Concepts inherent in measurement are part of the elementary
mathematics program, science shares in the responsibility when directly
applied, for example, in the measuring f plant growth. While the con-
cepts and processes of measuring may be taught separately in math or
science, an integrated approach is recommended..

Checklist of Measuring Skills

1. ,Makes comparative measurements - lighter than, heavier than.

2. Orders on the basis of comparativemeasurements.

3. Uses arbitrary units (washers, paper clips, swings of a pendulum).

. 4. Discovers need for standard unit.

- 5. Constructs simple instruments foN measurement.

6. Uses simple instruments for measurement.

7. Able to select appropriate device for measurin.'

8. Estimates approximate measure of object.

9. Uses appropriate measuring device with skill:

ip. Able to tollect data using appropriate.measuring,device.

Mile to perform 'neces'sary mathematical operations when taking
measurements.

12. Able to select appropriate unitsof measure.

13.- Perceives mathematical relationship between the units of measure.

114: Organizes measurement data into communicable forms such as graphs,
charts, tables, ,etc.

15. Makes' inferences, predictions from measurementdata.

CLASSIFYING
.

.

Claifification is the process of grouping or organizing objects or
events according to common propertie's or char ctcristics (such as colour,
shape, size, sex, texture, etc.). Clas, tiori'schemes are used to
identify objects or events to show similarities, differences, or inter-
relationships be'tween objects and,events.

,

III
.
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Classifying is a very basic process in the development of the -Clildq

logical thinking. ,During the early school yeari, the child-should be pro-

vided with a variety of objects (blocks, beads, geometric shapes, etc.)

and allowed to sort or group the, objects according to size, colour, shape,

etc. At first, the activities may be perceived as "plant' with the child

suggesting the basis or property for classification. 6uring the period 2_

of concrete, operation, the child creatively classifies iii complex ways.

This creativity.,should be encouraged and fostered. AS the child classifies

through creative play, he should.be encouraged to describe the basis for

his classification; for example; all the blocks in this group-are red,

and the blocks in that group are not red.

Initially the child will use one property or characteristic to

group or sort objects. As his ability to classify develops he.wi.1l

eventually classify according to two'properties (all the objects that

'are red and square - two properties of colour and, shape) then three

properties and so on. ;hoftteacher should carefully plan for the develop-

, ment of the skill to include activities which promote a continuum froM

simple to more complex classification sets.' At first the teacher may

direct the classifidation by suggesting the properties upon'which obiects

are to be classified. While teacher directibn is essential and desirable

initially, the teacher should allow greater opportunity for children to

group upon their self-imposed property.

Lati-- in the development of classifying, the child should bo able

76
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to disern or identify tho propeity used in classifying a given set of
objects. At this point, the teacher may physically arrange a group of
objects in front of the class and ask for 'tile condition underlying the
classification. The same result may be achieved through the use of
photographs, charts, pictures and diagrams. Classifying games (object
is to identify the classification condition) between teacher and students,

X or students and students provide a motivatioh.in developing the skill.
At the conclusion of such activities, the child should describe the
basis for his classification.

Classification of objects according to geometric surface and shape
integrates very wel,1 with geometrical concepts io primary mathematics.
The teacher is encouraged'to integrate the two subject areas while at
the same time bringing out t,he essence for classifying in'both the
scientific and mathematical sense.

In the upper elementabr grades__the teacher may wish-to have the
pupil express his classification scheme through a diagrammatical format,
as illustrated on the following page..

4
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Horse Dog (German Shepherd) Pig

Cow
.

Cat (Siamese) Canary

Turkey Chicken
.Duck Hamster

Usually are pets,

Horse
Dog

Cat

Hamster
canary

Usually, are not pets

Cow
Turkey.

Duck
Chicken
Pig

1

Kept in a Not kept in Produces material Does not produce

cage a cage

Horse

that is commonly
eaten

material that is
commonly eaten

Hamster Dog Cow Turkey

Canary Cat Chicken Duck
Pig

Sings Does not Can be Cannotbe
sing. ridden ridden

Canaty Hamster Horse Dog

Cat

Will guard

property
agdinst
intruders

Dog

Will not guard
lroperty
against
intrOders'

Cat

Edible
material
remains
liquid when
boiled

Cow

r

Edible
material
turns solid
when boiled

Chicken

.Flesh is'

frequently
smoked (cured)
before eaten

Pig

Flesh is not
usually smoked
before being
eaten

Turkey
Duck

Will feed six or.

more people,

Turkey

From Science A Process Approach, Ginn Publishing.
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Such activities a1lOw the-student to,develop constructively a

classification according to many stages (properties): Such expeqence
relate to development of thecommunication skill through processes other
than verbal ,or written word; 'in this gase,.through a diagram. Class-
ification Keys, as illustrated above, may be utilized in refining the
pupil's skill even more. - Modified "I Spy" gapes could be played: for
example "The animal I have in mind will_feed six people, is not prepared
in smoked form, what is it?". The students then trace through the
classification scheme using the given conditions to identify the particular
animal.

/

The child's ability to classify is clearly influenced by his ability to
observe and interpret. As such observing, and classifying are very closely.'
related. Another skill which i developed later, but is closely tied to
classifying, is "defining operationally"! This skill.is explained in a latter
section of the same title. Classification sets that have been developed

-1 as a result of some "action or performed operation" has inherent within
it an operational definition. To, illustrate the relationship, there may
be a classification condition slicb-as "'turns powder a blue in an iodine,
solution, or does not foam, in vinegar". The performing of some'action
to_produce-an observed outcome for the purpose of classifying is amore
complex process and should be left until upper elementary.

The child should be exposed to a variety of experiences in classify-
ing according to:

1. physical properties - colour, size; shape, texture, surface;
2. function -.is a food, helps han do work;

living and non living;
4. location or habitat - lives on land, in water, etc.;
5. body parts and their function has wings, fins, runs,

swims, flies;
-6. animal, plant, mineral;

.

7. solids,:lAquids, gases;
8. interaction with other objects, mitdrials - foams invinegar,

magnetic;
9. predator - prey;
10. sink - float;
11. edible, not edible;
12. other.

Checklist of Classifying. Skills

1. Classifies objects according to attributes or properties (colour,
shape, size texture, etc.).

2. 'Classifies objects first on one property,,then two properties and
qk. so on.

3. Classifies objects, situations, or events according to given or
self-imposed conditions.
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4. 'Identifies the condition or basis of a given classification set.

5. Constructs classification schemes or keys diagrammatically or in
some other communicable form.

6. Identifies, through deductive thinking, an, unidentified object in
a classification scheme given various classification conditions.

7. Applies some form of .self-devised classification scheme on any
given set of objects, situations or events.

COMMUNICATING

iThe ability to communicate to others is a process central o all

hdban endeavors. Clear, precise; and comprehensible communica ion is
fundamental to scientific work. Science'shares the,responsib' ity, as
do other subject areas, of developing communication skills wi hih the
child. As such, through a variety of science experiences th child
should be given opportunities to communicate orally, in wri ing, and
through the use of pictures, charts, graphs, modelsand ot'er kinds of
audio-visual materials.

Early science experiences in communication should i volve'students
with practice in describing objects in terms of observable properties
such' as colour, shape, size, texture and hardness'. As the child physically

u2
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manipulates and visually' examines objects, the teacher askS the child to
describe, the object, insisting that the informatpn be accurate, brief

f and desdriptive: .A specific vocabulary .of words may be developed which
, can be used bystudents when describingyarious attributes;, for example,
wh6n destribLng smell - .tart,'acrid, ox when describing taste -'sweet,
sour. The vocabulary should consist of,ords that can be used to
describe shape, size, texture,, colour, etc. A teacher mayalso wish to,
incorporate simple words into the language program.)

'A test of the given description is to have stuidents Katy to identify '
'a specific object (from a giVen set) that thas bee described by one
'student. Most children fin&this fun and enjoydoIng iv During such
activities, the teacher may observe and note a stud'ent's ability to
communicate verbally andto test the chiles ability to use all the
senses in describing his, observations.

. . .

As the student progressesinto mayng qualitative al0. quantitative -
..., observations, his skills in communication extehds, Qualitative ob'servatiOns

involve change in an object, through intrinsic or extrinsic forces. As
the child identifies and describes evidbnce of change .(difference ,in
properties over time) his need for a sharpened use of words.increases
This is more difficult, fo'r children and adults alike, than desCribing.
objects that do not-change.. It lA unimportant skill and requires
practice.* 'Initially,',qualitative observations are e4ressed verbally,'
but should later extend to the written word; todiagrams, ,,pictUrecs; .

charts, etc.
.

..

. . .,

t .'-, ..

Quantitative observations require some orm .of measurement. The
result may be Cbmparison of one objectto another on the, asis "that, "-
this object feels heavier than that one. The-:tomp'arison may be relq,tive
to some arbitrary unit as washers Or to standard S.I. metric units.
Throligh measurement experiences the student will learn,to communicate
information through the use of numbers and unit symbols (cm, g;,1, etc.).
As' such, science shares with mathematics' common elements ,of measurement.

.., The Alberta elementary mathemaiics program introduces standard units,of
measurement as early as grade twd. Quantitative observations = may be 0.
communicated in verbal form,"iw.written fOrm (writing ofunit symbols,.
dimension of space'occupied by an 'object, etc.) and thyugh the us of
charts, maps, etc. ,

, .....

0

, .
During ,the K-2 sttiaol.period7,wtitten communication in scieilce _

should.incorporate aysequence: as suggested below': , - , N 9', ...... , .
1,. Recording responses Usingtsimple symbols like (x,A,").; .

2. . Filling.in charts using symbols like (x,A,"). . .
''

,

'3, Recording.and describing objects br e ents using simple words.
4'. Drang simple pictures; diagrams, aps. '". 41

° 5.. UsIng number symbols and unit of mea ufementsymboW: 4
a A

Constructing -simp/e/pictographs and or graphs. t,

9
i3
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As the child matures both physically and mentally, his ability to

communicate reaches greater potential or sophistication: In grades three

to six, students should become engaged in experiences designed to develop

communication skills to greater sqphistication and articulation! Charac-

teristically the child should be able to:

1.

.

2.

t 4.

6.

Describe his own ideas and intuition's in both verbal and
written form with greater clarity through an expanded and

precise vocabulary:.

Describe objects: situations and events in Written form by.

way of reports, etc

A

Use unit's of Measb ement and their symbols in' communicating

quantitative obstiry Lions.

A
Construct graphs showing interaction of two variables.. '

DeviSe and- construct charts, graphs, tables, :maps..

Use audio-visual techniques in accentuating the communlcation

process.

Precision and clai-ity in communication is particulerlYNdifficult to

develop in the elementary school since children of this age group may 'not

have as yet complete structures for carrying out the process, of selection

.

.a
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ancilanalysis. It is important for teachers to considet the child's'
develoPMent and his ability to record and express data in an understand-
ableand organized fashion. The teacher plays a'role in illustrating how
data can be obtained, organized (charts, tables) and expressed.

e While many'children are capable of brganizing and recording in an
precise and neat fashion, othth. students are not. Neatness is not the
main mark of a working scientist. Awarding of marks on the basis of
neatness is not supported bywhat we know about successful procedures in
'science, The value of the idea, or_observation should be of primary
.concern, with-guidance by the teacher to assist the student in his ability
to,communicate his idea in an understandable way.

6

tw.

Checklist of CommunicationSki,lls
6

1. Describing verbally the observable properties of ob)ects.

2. Describing verbally an object,as it undergoes change,

3. Describing in written form .(simple words,,phrases to sentences,
paragraphs, reports) oilipervations.

.4. Using simple symbols (like x's, 's) to record.responses.

Filing in.charts using,simple symbols.

-r' 't
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-6...Drawing ,simple-Iagrams, pictures, map and increasing sophistication

in upper'elementaTy. 4 1)

7. Using number symbols.

8. Using written units of measurement and their symbols.

9. Constructing simplepietdtraiths and' bar graphs.

10.. Extending sophistication in graphing to include histograms, use

of coordinate systems,'circle graphs.

11. Use of ,audio- visual techniques in accentuating reports (written

and oral).

12. Describes id6as-and intuitions with clarity:
4

INFERRING

An inference is an explanation of an observation. Children begin

at an early age to think of reasons for explaining events and happenings
that they experience in their. day-to-day life. It is important to pro-
videoothilcfren with learning experiences that are .designed to promote'

° 'clear and logical thinking about their observations; activities aimed

at developing the skill inferring serve as an 'appropriate vehicle its

achieving this goal'.
P

rn

.
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Early experiences involving the development of this skill are limite.d
mainly to understanding what an inference is, and recognizing the dis-
tinction. between inferences and observations. For ekample, 'the teacher
may hold up a paper bag and ask the children to tell her everything they
can about the bag. Responses will' likely focus on the colour, size, and
shape of the bag - that is, observations made using the sense of sight.
The children are'reminded-that thes/are otvrvations,and are then asked
to guess what is inside the bag. After paking several different: guesses,

ft. the children may see a need to make more observations that involve using
other senses. The children are told that their guesses, which are based
on several observations, are called inferences. There is a,need,ta pro
vide a large number and wide variety of such experiences in order for
children to gain a thorough grasp of the skill, inferring, and to be
able to distinguish betwebn observation and inferences. As they continue
with these activities, the children learn that inferences are always in-
definite and that several inferences can be appropriate for certain
observations. They learn to report their inferences using terms that
reflect this uncertainty - for example, "I think there is 'a marble in
this bag.".

Activities designed to develop this skill further Are aimed at .

' assisting children in making inferences that are plausible or supported lay
every observation that is made. _Even though it is not possible to expreSs
inferences in terms of absolute certainty, children learn that their
inferences are more reliable if make as,many observations as they
can. Making more and more observ,ati swill pften lead children] to
review and, in some cases, chair th it original inference'in light of
this additional information' At this point, the chi14%has developed
considerable maturity-in terms of this skill - when he is able'to test
his inference by making additional observations,

a
'revise it' if necessary,"""

. .
and give valid reasons for choosing parvicular'inference. Further

'development of this skill inferring occurs wheri children show that they
are able to perform these tasks even when making observations of objects
or events which are unf6miliar.

.
Having developed skill 'in inferring, beginning in the lover grades

and continuing through to grade six,:children should have experiences in
the illver elementary' grades that offer them a chanCe to use this skill in
a variety of situations. This can be acbieved,by providing activities -

that require a child to make an irprence,that is based on indirect
'observations. An example of a coitMonly used actOity,involves having
children infer .possible connection paths of hidden 'electric circuits based
on.the indirect obseryation of whether or not 'connecting a dry cell and
lamp circuiiito the'ends ofpie hiOden circuit will cause the lamp to
.light up. This type of activity is very useful for showing children that
several,inferences may be appropriate and equally supported.by the j,
'observations, although only one of'the inferenees.represen4s the actual
situation. t

1

. .
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Whenever feaSible, children should record their observations, in-
ferences, tests (additional observations); and reasons for choosing a

particular inference.

Checklist of Behaviours for Developing Inferring
11111111!*

V

1. Make observations using all Tive senses.
r a

1

- Realize that an inference is an explanation of an.observaiion.,-;

./

3e Distinguish between observations and inferences. c;"

1

4. Recognize that.inferences.are,sby nature, tentative. Children'

deMonstrate this understanding by wording their statements about
inferences using terms such as, "I think it is.-.,", It might be....", .

etc. _____,,--A

\ .

S. Make as many observations as pbssible, apd chooe only those '

inferences that account for all observations,made,.

6. Test inferences by making more observations, and revise infefences
if additional observations do not support the original inference.

7. Make and test infaxences when confronted with unfamiliar phenomena.

. .

8. Apply th inferring process to situations which rewire direct
observations. .

-. PREDICTING

A prediction is a forecast' of what a future observation will be. It

is based on observations, measurements, infefendes and involves commun-

icating. A prediction that is not based on observation. is a guess.

,tedictingbis a basic process in the delopment of the child's

logical thinking. During the early school years, the child should be

frequently allowed to state his predictions which are based on visual
obserliations and previous knowledge. For example, if.a child noted that

it was dark' at 6:00 p.m. toloT, he'could tken,predict that it would be
dark at approximately 6:00 p.m. tomorrow. The child should covmunicate
his prediction in a manner that gives support to his statement; for

-example, "Because it was 'clark,at 6:00 p.m. last night, I thinks itwill

be dark at'abdUt 6:00 p.m. tomorrow".
,

As his ability,to male pLedictions develops, the child will not
only be able to state'the expected outcome but also mgasuret.and test for

the accuracy of these predictions. For example, each student predicts .3

1
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ve,

and measures the beating of his own heart. He will measure and test h'is
predictionwith the use of a pendulum. This activity provides thechild
with theexperence of seeing how close his prediction is to the actual
measurement.

ay continially testing his predictions the child gains skill in
determining the reliability of other predictions.. Having measured their
pulses, the students are now in a position to make predictions about the
pulse rate of others. After'making these predictions the students test
their predictions by measurement.

When a predictibn is tested an.d,found,tO be inaccurate, the child
has immediate feedback that shoUld lead him to re-eMhvine the basis for
his irediction. .For example, s'tudent§ predict m9ld growth behallidur on
val-ious food materials. Such materials as oat flakes, salad Oil, houillon
cube',-powdered egg, fOot powderTdry yeast, powdered milk, fish food, ,

sugar and gelatin are placed in individual containers or hardqed gelatin.
/ The ,students predict which food will yield the most mold growth after

three days, After three days they will be able see the results of the
mold growth. The prediction may be altered and r -test conducted with
students, identifying and controlling variables (heat, fight,dryness,
moisture that may'have affected results.

Eventually students will be expected to mak&EL dictions'b se on
data that has already been proven and recorded. Using Galileo's expert-

. Meet of fal ling obj.ects as ,a reference, the, students conduct their on
experiment. .',The students predict what will happen when a flat paper.and
a paper crumpled'into a ball are both dropped from the same height at the
same time. Through re-examining and re-testing they will make anew

.*
prediction.' Many variables will be taken into consideration in the
experiment - shape and weight. Papers of identical weight and shape ar
required. After, crumpling, the shape is changed, but the weight' is sti
the same', Therefore it must be the Shape that causes the differences in

4 falling time. The students should predict that two crumpled papers, nowt
,the same shape and weight, will hit the floor at the same time.

Later: in the development of predicting, the child should be,qble to
make predictions from data recorded in a table, graph, model or map. For
example, "the students examine weather maps for an area and observe weather

. changes over four days. By observing the weather maps,.the students may
infer that the weather proceeded ID 3 parfricular direction and, they may

.,
predict the. weather on the fifth day. , '

.

&

The student should learn'to identify those predictions Tie can state
with confidence,and those he has reason to question.2 Thivcan only be
done by testirig to see if their' prediction ks dependable. At first the I.
teachy%will prOvide the test procedure. Eventually, the.. child will
develop-his own method of...testing and thereby gain confidence in his
predictions. ,

e
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Whenever feasible, all predictions should be recorded and all

predictions should be-tested.

C

.....

.11

,

Checklist of Predicting 1.5ki,lls

,l. States a.prediction based on past eperierices.

2. - MeasUres for .accuracy

Tests the results.of the prediction:
:- . .

a) teacher. made;

b) student conistructod tests.

4. Re-tests tho,xesults of a previous incorreceprediction.

. /

5.' 'Controls variables that may affect his praiction.

.

6. Records the prediction and then the outcome of the prediction in

'symbol op,wiltten form. -. ,

:I

7.. Makes pTediCtion5 fromobseiving recorded data, i.e, map,
.

.graph,,

model.
.

M. 1

8. Able to construct reasonable predictions.
,

, 'i

. :Detelmines the deptodabigity of a prediction.
:

1

,
,
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CONTROLLING VARIABLES
The proceSs of controlling variables is an integral aspect of

scientific investigation, and one which many people rely on when solving
problems in their daily lives. In_any problem or investigation, one can

ore'conclusive results if the, variables involved are -identified
d and ..ate'fal1.7 controlled. A variable can be defined as any factor that
; may vary'ar change in an investigation,or experiment.

6

In,condUcting an investigation, one must try to determine wha
variables or factorSqnfluence. or affect the situation, and how this

_influbnce takes place. The best Way to do -this is .to keep all variables
except one the same, change this" variable,, and then make observations
and/or measurements to what.happens. This is controlling varia151&: ,some

. are kept the same-or,held censtant., one variable ischanked, hnd,some--
thing happens- to tile other Variable.as a result: If .there is a change
in only one variAble and an effect is produced one another, then one can
reasonably conclude that the effect, has been brought about.by changing
only one variable. If more'ttian one variable changes, it becomes more
difficult to say,-which -o£ the.changing variables caused the effect Plat
is observed.

No,

.0

N..
4.

_The developmental.sequence for.this process begins with children
recitnizing the need to control all variables that may affect the out-
come-of an investigation, ,An' example pf how a teacher may begin to,
itnvolve.children in developing this process skill as early as grade

I
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thfee follows,. An activity might be prepared 0there1Sy children try to

find out how well plants grow in different kinds of soil.' Considerable

time 'would be spent discussing the various. factors .that affect the growth

of plants, and the need to hold all of these factors constant with the

exception of the type of soil. The children would then proceed with the

investigation and.be required:to take on the responsibility for ensuring

that all varitbles will-bp controll.ed,throughout the duration of the

sinvestigation. Children wilr require a large number of such eXperiences

involving'a wide variety of situations before they are able to identify

All the variables'And show how to control them in an investigation. As

children go through the grade's gaining additional experiepce in doing.

investigations in this manner, they should reach t4e stage where, for r
.any4Investigation; they will be able to identify variables and demon-

Stiat what will happen when all variables except one are kept the

same.

Checklist ,of Behaviours for Developing the Process ControllingAa 0Ables

1. Identify variables that might influence d phepemenon being

investigated. , 1P

2. tIAentify which variables should be kept the same and which variables

should be changed in an investigation.

3, .Design simple investigations- in which one variable is changed and.

all others are kept the same. A r.

'4. Demonstrate ways to keep variables, constant while'ohanging one

variable in a variety of Situations.

INTERPRETING DATA

The basic'information which comes from observations or measurement

seldom leads directly to a full awareness of-the situation under study.

Inferences or predictions frequently require an, organization of the

information. The skill of interpreting data requires an ability to

organize the data to expose patterns and'to recognize valid g.eneraliza-

`tic:Ts that relate the data bits.

Arising from the ability to control the variables in an inveStigalWon,

the student must'have some insight into ways oexamining the correspOting

ObseiVations to reveal trends. A chart or table of measurements, such as

the record of time of sunrise as a function Of the calendar dates over a

few years time, Will.show.a.cyclic pattern. The pattern will be clearer,

however, if the data points are displayed graphically. Such a graph may

provide the student with the, grasp of the physical reality of the model

we have adopted of the seasons on earth or the apparently arbitrary

88 '92
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division of. time we call a year: A clearer understanding may Come from
an alternative organizatiOn that relates the hours of sunlight to
Calendar dates.

t.

3

For the student'whd can anticipate the, value of alternative ways of
looking at his information and deriving greater insight into the funda-
mental relationships, that are operating, we can say the skill of data
interpretation is more highly developed. Out of this insight may come
inspiration leading to improved inferences or,more valid predictions, or
of further tests operbtina with other variables that will provide more
reliable generalizations.

Charts or tables of data seldom, provide the clear image of under-
lying relationships. A graph or histogram drawn from the data provides
a visualinterpretation without requiting the use Of the symbqlism of
number systems. Graphing, however, requires an ability to select mean-
ngful,scale values, This.is important both for interpretation and for
communicating relationships to others. A line graph may be perfectly
valid for Showing how the time of swing of a pendulum changes with its
length, while.a histogram (or graph) is the more appropriate represen:
tation'of the data.

,

' Skill in data interpretation-requires that the student can distinguish
between' observations that are-relevant and those which are extraneous.- In
addition, it is important to recognize bits of dala that, because hey do
.not seem to fit a. reasonable .pattern,'May 41dicate an error inobse vation
rather than an anomaly in the, pattern.. qg

1 V
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Checklist

1. ,Recoding observ,ations.

2.. Organizing observations meaningfully using:

a) tables;
b) charts;

A

c) graphs.

3. Identifying patterns'.

4. 'Extracting useful Anformation.

S. Generalizing from the patterns_

DEFINING OPERATIONALLY

The ability to communicate, using precise terms in a way that assures

complete understanding by others, is vitally important in all human

endeavors, and, in particular, when desCribing scientific investigations.

The elementary science program offers childien an excellent opportunity

'to acquire this ability since much of what children do in science class

is conduciveto developing skill in defining operationally. An oper- '

ational definition is,simply, a statement that tells us "what is done"

dand "what is observed" when describing an objector event. Developing

competende in using operational definitions provides children with an

extremely useful aid in communication. It may initially appear to be a 4.

rather complex skill, but this is not the case if we remember that the

development of this process, especially An the early stages, should

generally take place in the context of the child's experiences and using

language that he and his classmates understand.

In beginning to develop this process, which should. normally start in

earnest at abOut grade four, children should be given operational defini-

tions that are related to the activities that are taking place in science

classes. For example, for a class,..that has been using dry cells, wire

and'lamps to explore different ways of making a closed circuit, the

teacher maywrite these two definitions of a closed circuit oethe chalk-
.

board:

J

1. A Closed circuit is.a path which carries an electric current.

72. .A7closed circuit exists when wires are connected to a dry

cell and a lamp in a way that causes the lamp to tAn On.'

Through discussion, the children will see that the second definition is

more helpful than the first because,it indicates what is done (the wires

94



are connected to the dry cell and lamp) and what'is observed (the lamp
turns on). The children are told-that a definition which indicates what
is done and what is observed is an operational definition. These are
.distinguished from other definitions Which'do not provide the'two com-
ponents mentioned, but which, nonetheless, may be correct definitions.

A

ti

4.

It is necessary for children to be given.considerable.experience in
identifying orilipational definitions from a list that is provided 'by the
teacher. However, it is also recommended that at the earliest posiblb
stage children should be given the opportimity to begin tomake their
own operational definitions: To the child an operational definition can
only be stat6d in 'terms of concrete activitids that he has clone, using
words,. ideas, and skills that he has mastered.

Once children have develdped competence in identifying operational.
definAions,sit remains for the teacher to make use of the many
opportunities which will occur in almost every'investigation or activity
:to give children continuing practice in writing their own operational
definitions. Discussions should always focus on "whdt is done" and "what
is observed". As children continue to develop. this skill through
experience; they will encounter more complex 11-Ms which need;t6 be
dbfined and they will also see a need to examine some of their-previous
definitions, and revise them it necessary, in the light of new experiences
and information.

10.
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Checklist of Behaviours forDeveloping the Process Defini4g Operationally

1. Identify an operational definition from a list.

2. Distinguish between operational definitions and non-operational

definitions.

3. Write an operational definition of an object or event for which

the child has had direct experience. ,,

4. Write more than one opeiational definition from a given object

or event.

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES

An hypothesis is a possible but tentative explanation to account for

one or more observations one has made of.a situation. It serves as a

starting point for further obserVations or'tore serious investigations

which might be called experiments.. Out of the observation that the sun-

light was not as bright as_expected: one might hypothesize either that

there was some cloud cover or that there was a partial eclipse of the

sun. Ifthisi was-a sufficiently Strong stimulus to inquire further, the

validity of the hypothesis could be 'checked with'a single simple obser-

vation. By contrast,;if an observation revealed that a portion of the

12
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#
or a combination (3f-these, Scientific models ailOw students to relate,3

their present observations to previous experiences with similar systems..

Children need to think in concrete terms and the use of models helps

. satisfy this need. Models may also lead to predictions and new discoveries

of the'system being examined.

Most students in grades 4-6 are able to formulate and use scientific

'models in very simple situations, but few students are highly skilled

Students will develop models according to their interest, ablil.ity, and

experimental background and may Vary substantially in their'formulation

and evaluation. On many occasions more than one model may explain the

students'-observations equally well. Under,these/circuMstances, all

models are acceptable until some are proved inaccurate by additional

observation.0., information or experimentation. Since children's ideas

have a tendency to complement one another, it is suggested that groups

of students evaluate-the models considered for Class' discussion. When

the faulty models have been revised, those that are successful pill be

held with greater confidence by the children. Children who get satisfac-

tion from evaluating and revising their models give signs of scientific

maturity and skill in analytic thinking.

EXPERIMENTING
Experimenting is the process of synthesizing all the knowledge and

thoughts, available to test the usefulness of an hypothesis. It requires

the experimenter to recognize a problem and to limit carefully the extent

to which it is tp be attacked before proceeding further. Appropriate and

'reliable information, either from observation, or from other sour es,

must be brought to bear in clearly identifying an'approach to test the

hypothesis. ,

AnswerS to questions subjected to. testing by eXperfmentation are of

two types: A well-phrased question - a carefully controlled experi ent -

should provide an answer which can be easily interpreted as "yes" o "no".

Poor control of variables leads to a 'nonsense question and brings ba k a

nonsense answer. comes down to carrying out an investigation to

answer the question: "Is my hypothesis valid in this situation?".' T e

proper interpretation of the obseryations should tell ids whether it is

valid or not. It may instead.indicate that some part of the experimen

procedure or-the interpretation of the data will not reveal a clear

answer.

Experimenting should begin with a well-phrased question which leads

to the formulation of hypotheses that can be tested id carefully con-

trolled experiments.. For example: Observation of the puddles that fork\

under the school swings' may cause the student to wonder if this is the

result of some difference in the soil structure under the swings. 'The

94 98
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or a combination ofthese. Scientific models allow students to relate,...)

their present observations to previous experiences with similar systems,

Children need to think in concrete terms and the use of modelg helps

satisfy this need. Models may also lead to ,predictions and new discoveries

of the'system being examined.

Most students in grades 4-6 are able to formulate and use scientific

models in very simple situations, but few students are highly skilled

Students will develop models according to their interest, abiglity, and

experimental background and may Vary substantially in their'formulation

and evaluation. On many occasions more than one model may explain the "
students'"observations equally well. Under,theseicircuMstances, all

models are acceptable until some are proved inaccurate by additional

observation0., information or experimentation. Since children's ideas

have a tendency to complement one another, it is suggested that groups

of students evaluate-the models considered for Class' discussion. When

the faulty models have been revised, those that are successful Pill be

held with greater confidence by the children. Children who get satisfac-

tion from evaluating and revising their models give signs of scientific

maturity and skill in analytic thinking.

EXPERIMENTING
Experimenting is the process of synthesizing all the knowledge and

thoughts available to test the usefulness of an hypothesis. It requires

the experimenter to recognize a problem and to limit carefully the extent

to which it is to be attacked before proceeding further. Appropriate and

'reliable information, either from observation, or from other sources,

must be brought to bear in clearly identifying an-approach to tesi the

hypothesis.

Answers to questions subjected to.testing by experimentation a e of

two types: A well-phrased question - a carefully controlled experi ent

should provide an answer which can be easily interpreted as "yes" o "no".

Poor control of variables leads to a 'nonsense question and brings ba k a

nonsense answer. It comes down to carrying out an investigation to

answer the question: "Is my hypothesis valid in this situation?". T e

proper interpretation of the obseryations should tell its whether it is

valid or not. It may instead. indicate that some part of the experimen

procedure or'the interpretation of the data will not reveal a clear

answer.

Experimenting should begin with a well-phrased question which leads

to the formulation of hypotheses that can be tested in' carefully con-

trolled experiments. For example: Observation of the puddles that forM

under the school swings' may cause the student to wonder if this is the

result of some difference in the soil structure under the swings. 'The'

94 98
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hypothesis might be that the larger soil particles in which water would
settle have been scraped away by the dragging feet. The test would be to.
compare,'by siftipg through sieves; the particle sizes of a 'sample taken
from Oder the swing with that-taken from a few meters away. If the
'hypothesis suggested that the soil was more tightly packed where'so many
feet had pressed it down, the student could pack the soil together in a
.neighbouring area and test its ability ,to water.

b

yt 044* I'''. '4'

Checklist for Evaluating.Skill Development, in Experimenting,

1. Student observes carefully and recognizes anomalies.

2. Ability to relate` observations to prior knowledge:

3. Skill in identifyingT4sible variables.

4. Skill in controlling variables.

95 99
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APPENDIX II
S ORGANIZATION OF MATERIALS

ORGANIZATION BY KITS %

Where the school science program makes 'Ilse of commercially available
lits,,it is advised that schools establish procedures for maintaining
these kits in.thpir original form- This can be facilitated, by

' alt_of the item required for that kit on an l'inventory".4ard. This
card should indicate the names of each item required in the unit and the
quantities of each 'itent,reqiii,rea, It should'als9 proidde additional

spaces to indicate the presentnuMber of each item in the kit. Follow-
ing is an exampld'oftthe 4ray an:itypiltoiy 'card ;tight be set up for the
Science: A 'Process-Appr9ac.h unit Modi4e 45,,,"A.Plant.Fart That-Grows".

.- 7

.4

,INVENTORY CARD 14.,,
.

.,, .

. Op '..

.t. :Module 43 - A Plant Part That Grows' ''
....-----

. Date and Quantity
.

.
, ,

....k
.

on Hand

Quantity Description
,

.

Source

.

Sept.

1980
Jan.

.1981

Feb':

1981

, Aluminum pie, pans '

7
Grocery
store ,

2

.,.

'. 2 2

48
.

-. ,

Flower pots,.spall Department
store,

48 '33 ,48

.

30 Copies teaph paper
-,.

.

N
Duplicate'
in school

' .30,

,

.0 -

.

30

.

'50 Paste sticks
.

Delta*, 50 4g
/

48
.

1 Picture card, '

Strawberry plant
Delta ,1

.......,

5. Plastic trays Delta 5 5 - 5
,

1

package
( Toothpicks

.

.

4

GioceTy '

itore
1,

.
.4. .,

- 1 1

4L

.

Vermiculite .. Department
store'

4 1
.
4

1. Module 43 Instruction
Booklet

..

Delta ". 1

f

,,

1 1

.

;/
.

* Delta is the name of a supplier that stocRi-S.AIF.A. materials.
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The kit should be reinvent ried each time a teacher completesthe .

unit. Replacement items should be oidered or purchased well before_the

next use of the kit. The programs E.S.S., SCIS, SAPA, Houghton Rifflin
and STEM (Addison-Wesiey) each have commercial suppliers of expendable

items. However, for many iteMs, lgial_suppliers can be found thatikan

provide the items more quickly and ofteh at a lower price.

In some school systems, locally developed kits y be established to

accompany scime units (includihg some units which are theMselves locally

delieloped). Where these unitg are taught, it is advilsable.that the kits

also be maNtained using an inventory card and re-order system.

;

ORGANIZING COMMON STORAGE AREAS.
Most-schools have found it helpful to -store and organize science

materials in some form of common Storage area Thisareemay 6e a. :

science room or it may be a storage roof set aside for science materials.

Even in schools where most Of the science materials are.found in kits,,

there are a great many non -kit supplies whieh need to be organized to

be used effectively.
ft

,In,many schools the common storage areafor science reflects a
variety of programs taught over a long period of time. Oftenthere is

an accumulation of items that feWsof the staff arefamiliar with and no

one knows for sure whether some of the-items are worth keeping. In

98
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other schools, especially where 'there it one person on'staff with a strong
interest in science, the science room may be well organized with all items ,

easy to locate. If the present organization of materials is working well
it should be continued; otherwise .a school staff should consid6r re-
organizing the materials using .one of the four approaches described
below:

1. Organization by Topics

e.g. - Animal Care Materials
- Plant CareMaterials
- Containers

- Microscopes and Magnifiers
- Metric Materials

In this method of-organization, the storage area is divided into
ten to. twenty topic areas. Each topic area As clearly labelled.
Shelf spaces for some key indiVidual items within each area are
.also labelled.

This method of organization-has been found to be generally success-
ful and is described in more detail later in this section.

2. Organization by klph'abetical Order

In this method all shelves bear labels Or items listed alphabetically.
This Methods initially simple' to set up but leads to several

.
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1

complications later on:.

adaition of a new item\may necessitate a lot of re-labelling;
sometimes it'is difficult to know where to locate an Item

(e.g. Should a miniature light bulb be filed under "m" for

miniature or "1" for lig t or "b" for bulb?).

iii) materials for Any one to ic are found spread around the room.

3. Organization by Grade Level '

.,
In this method all shelves and upboards are assigned to individual

teachers or grade.levels. Each teacher gatheis and maintains his/

her own stock of materials. This method can work well bUt it

requires a great deal of duplication of supplies and is wasteful

of spade.

4. Organization by Index
40pr-

In this method each shelf is labelled with a combination of letters

and numbers. :Items are placed on these shelves wherever there is a

convenient open space. Locating specific items is accomplished by .

means of an index: either a card index or a large wall chart.

e.g. Shelf List,
.

aluminum foil Al 111
alCohol burners D4

aquaiiums GS, G4

asbestos pads DS ',

Before any reorganization of mdterials'is attempted, a clear decision

should be made by the staff as to which of these approaches (or another

'approac'h) is to be followed. It is iillrap.not'so important which method
of organizafion,is chosen. as it is important that one is-chosen and that

the decision is implemented cooperatively by ail concerned. Of the four

methods of.organization decribed,"the topical organization method is the

one which usually best suits school needs.

For schools choosing to follow this topical approach, the following

detailed topical organizatiori is recommended.

.4
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Basic Science Room Organization

1---Containers

buclyets

pan&
trays

jars, large
jars, small
cans

vials
test tubes
petri dishes

beakers, Mastic
graduated cylinders

'Construction Materials

flat boards

"sticks" (long thin pieces
cardboard
pegboard pieces
nails
nuts and bolts
screws

YE*

(A suggested organization of materials
by topics)

These are best kept in open storage
for easy accessibility and close to
the sink to simplify clpaning up.

- beakers, pyrex
- bowls
- funnels

- cups, plastic or paper
- saucers ;

- lids

of wood)

't

Heat and Temperattre Supplies!.

thermometers

thermometer reading chdrts
candles

alcohol lamps
ring stands

- clanips

I)

dowels
pieces of metal
screening
pieces,,of glass or plexiglass
caydboArd boxes

r.

01. ,.

- hot plate
- ball and ring
- asbestos pads
- convection apparatus
- tongs

1

10,
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Sound, Materials

- tuning forks
- bells .,.

Light

- light sources
7 laMps
- mirrors
- lenses -

$

Closed storage
for security.

Metric (Mass and Length)

-.1 balances

- masses
- spring scales
- measuring tapes
- trundle wheel
- clinometer
metre sticks

- metric rulers

Tools

- hammer
screwdrivers
saw
drill and bits
clamps

- sanding, block

- sandpaper
files

-knives
-:. dissecting tools

Electricity Materials

batteries (dry cells)

battery holders
wire (store as 30 cm lengths
of cut wire or hand wound
coils of 5 metres' length)

- switches
miniature sockets
miniature bulbs

doorbells
electric motors

Magnifiers

- hand lenses
- micro loxes
- *microscopes

- slides
- cover slips

.These may be best in closed
storage for security.

!.
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IGene.ral Supplies

straws,

- tape
- toothpicks
- eye droppers.

- stir sticks and splints
- pipe cleaners
- balls
- spoons
- rubber batds
- scissors
- corks

- stoppers ,

- wax paper, Plastic wrap and
aluminum foil,

ISafety Euipment I

- goggles
- fire extinguisher
- first aid kit
- fire blanket
- eyewash bottle

'Cleaning Supplies

- sponges
- rags

- brushes
- steel wool

- detergent

Outdoor Study Materials

Most of these items are best
placed in drawers' or trays.

- balloons
- cotton batten
- thread, string and yarn
- rope

,- bags, plastic
- bags, paper

,crayons, pencils, felt pens
- filter gaper
-'labels,

- tubing, plastic
pins, tacks and paper clips

Storedin an easily acc.essable area.

- soil thermometers
- trundle wheels
sampling net

- soil auger

- compasses (orienteering type)
- clinometer,
- soil sieves

'Usually placed in a cupboard
under-the sink.

106
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Animal Care Materials

- cages
- water bottles

food dishes
- Jitter

feed
,-- incubators

- terraria
- ant nest orwormery

Aquariums and Supplies

- aquaria
- canopies
- gravel
,- pumps

- filters
- food
- water test kit
- water treatment chemicals

2 brine shrimp eggs
aquarium air tubing
nets
plastic. plants 4

Mineralsiand Rocks

rock sets
- mineral sets
- individual rocks or
- "museum" specimens

minerals

. 104

Plant Materials I

- seeds
- flower pots or cups

- soil'

- sand
- vermiculite
- 'peat

- fertilizers'
- ,stakes fo; plants

)

Most of these are -best kept in
closed storage as they tend to
look messy on open shelves.

Mapetism Materials'

- magnets
- iron filings
- compasses (do not store"

immediately adlecent to
magnets)

411.0,1t



Optional - Headings far Additional Supplies

Machines

- pulleys
- blocks
:-.1evers

- wheel and axles

rSchool' Museum

- bird nests (do not encourage
wasp nest
large rock specimens
oil specimens -

manufacturers display kits
bones

models of planes, trains, machines,

Weather

- bar9metet
- thermometer
- weather maps
, rain gauge
: anemometer

- weather'record board

collection.of additional specimens)

parts of machines
mounted plants
insect specimens

[Pictures

- animals
-fplants

- plant and
- landforms
- weather

-,astronomy

animal communities

(solar system, stars)
.- energy and machines
- minerals and rocks
- electricity and magnetism
light
sound

etc.

108.
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APPENDIX 111

41' EQvikiENT4ND FAPIL.111 ES LISTS ANQINVENi0.

PURCHASING EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS -mar {'

"tquipment and/or materials purchases should-be Made according -to
the instructional needs of the resource alternatiive chosen.. The equipments.
and/or materials list available through the,pubtisher:Should be examined
and matfriali and/or equipment not available in the school shou-ld be" ".

'ordered.

With the exception of the kit.program in Alternative Four, the need-
for specialized items has dimipished somewhatl. The other resource'alter7
natives have been deliberately designed by"the authors tousa materials
readily available from the home or.locai commerCAL outlets." In, most ;
cases4'.."scrounging list" taken home by'students will produce m 'Of the
needed equipment and materials. It would be wise to consult ith local
wholesalers and diStributors for better buys than may be ava lab
.through Scientific supply houses.

.

When ordeting science materials, priority should'begive -to order
sing class sets,_ or quantities

, ufficient for Small,gr.oup work. This
enhances theopportunaty f maximum participOion Kt:Students in'
actilatieS;_as opposed to demonstrationonS forced upon the teacher
because of,the lack of equipment or materials.

'
When ordering equipment, considers ibn...shouldalso be given to

differences'in abilities of Division'Ond children and those in Division
Two. Division One ,children requirelequiptent silitableibr-their large"
,muscle coordination.eapabilities and, therefore, unsophisticated

'

'ap,0vs with large.calibrations is the best. 'Mastic, unbreakable
h*her; and equipment should also donsideredAover fragile, expensive

,

aphsisticAtg2Vtemsh.
. .

SChools ghould consIder the use of pan inventOry'aatalogue system.
which nrOvides a record of current stock, ordered stock, breakage, cost
and location in . science room and recommended sources of Supply.

sr, ,
; ,-.'

I

FAoitrtiE%LiST
! -

.: P
A science 4u,jAlty should.be desi gned so there-is a Matibium-,amount

of flexibility, s programs:chariV.,,the room "can he adapted :with a
minimum' of expense and effor .1',2,--,-. -,

.

.
. .

,..

...... -., . .

-The following listsinicate
...

some or the moedesirable provisions-.........

in a well-plann6d facility fn. elementary.science,instruation.

/ r.,

4°4.4*
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'soil bins (steel or plastic lined)

ventilation fan
acid resistant counte tops
floor sink c/w water outlet.
kitchen sink c/w water outlet .

test tube/beaker drying rack
rubber mats in wet areas
minimum of eight electrical outlets
growing stations c/w ultraviolet
table top desks or Trapezoid tables
locked cupboard space (2 p)

tote tray shelving and tote trays
chart and dii'play boaIds (4-7 m)
chalkboard (minimum 6 m)

chart hangers
provi,sions for hanging screen

counters at height of table.tops (average 80 cm)

filing cabinet
refridgerator (particularly helpful in,support of the life

science program)

first-aid kit.

fire.extipguisher
fire blanket
eye-wash neutralizer
A.V.'trolley
safety goggles
dust pan and broom and mop,

4

EQUIPMENT LIST
Following is a basic list of equipment and materials that would

normally be found in a well equipped eleMentary.science room. The list

4 not complete and teachers should consider theTarticular needs of
the program alternative they hive Chosen as w 1 as this basic list.

alumindm foil ;
asbestos, mats

alcohol-burners
aquaiiums.er terrariums
(13L , 19L or 38L)

aquarium air ,pumps

aquarium heaters
1 _aquarium filters

aquarium gravel
aquarium canople
bags - paper and plastic
balloons - various sizes and
shapes

0

4

balances /
baromet,
batteries, D cell and larger
battery holders
beakers, plastic - various sizes
and shapes

beakers, pyrex,'; various sizes

and shapes
brushes for cleaning
bowls - various sizes and shapes
buckets
bulbs, miniature, 2.5 volt
buttons - various sizes and shapes
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cameras - instant and film
candles

clinometer

clamps of various kinds
compasses, magnetie
cover slips
cylinders - graduated
clamps

cotton batten
cotton balls
cups, clear plastic,jpaper
measuring

clock, watch, timers, stop-
watches

.combs(hard rubber)
carbon paper
compasses
cages - various sizes
clay; modeling
charcoal
copper sheeting
corks

drinking straws
drill and drill bits
doorbell
drying racks
extension cords
emery boards
eyedroppers
funnels

fan (electrical)
.filter fibre

fish net
fish food
fishipg line
flashlights
flower pots
gloves

globe
graph paper
hammers
,hand lenses

hotplata
incubator
iron filings -

iodine

ice cube trays

jars - various sizes -and shapes
knife paring, dissecting

4

109

knife switches - single pole,
single throw
litmus, paper

labels .

light sources,. light boxes
marbles
matches

mirrors - plastic or metal
:miCiobox magnifiers
microscopes
microscope slides
minerals,. various kinds
metre sticks
magnets - bar, horseshoes and
ceramic

pans, aluminum - take pan size
petri dishes
pipe cleaners
pins, T head, straight, safety
pliers

paraffin
paste
plastic wrdp%

,prisms

protractors
rocks, various kinds
rope

rubber gloves and lab coat
rubber. bands ...-

rubber stoppers .

ring stands
saw

scissors
screwdrivers
seeds, various kinds
sockets, miniature
soap

specimen jars .

spoons, plastic
safety.g0;1.1es.
soil

string
sand'

sandpaper .

sponges

steel wool,

straws, plastic
tape, masking, plastic



Vo.

.trays

thermometers, plastic or

metal backed'
toothpicks

' thread -

'tea kettle, electric
tape measures
tuhing,,flexible, clear
test tubes
test tube racks

INVENTORY i 1

0
o .

A simple inventory system can be useful in determining what supplies

need to be re-Crdered. For kits,each kit could have its own inventary .

card. (See page 111 for a sample card.)

.tongs

trays, pla is

vermiculite, potting
vials
waxed paper
water bottles
wire - various kinds and
gauges - insulated and
uninsulated .

yarn .

zinc sheet

sit

For items placed in common storage, each item could be listed 'oh a .

separate card.similar to the sample shown below. These cards could'then

-be maintained in a file ftom which they can be pulled when re- ordering

supplies is needed.

.

Science Inventory Card . .

Item: Candles, birthday . Source: Co-op Store

Normal Stock: 4 boxes (48 candles)

Location:. Room 107,, Cupboard 22 .

. . .

Purchased or .

Date On Hand Ordered ' Received Remarks

80=09-03 '43'
., 60* per box

-----1---
.

81-01-26 ,20 13 boxes ,

81-03-08 56 36 New price 72¢ /box

For convenience in setting up such a card system, the sample Cards
shown on the following page could be duplicated andysed by the school
as masters for its own inventory ca ds.
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. Once it has been determined what needs to be ordered it purchased,

lists should be made of the items needed, one list for each supplier.

When the:items afe,ordered from .a.scientific supply house, t e order

could be typed; from a rough order drawn up on a page such as e

following.- (Duplicate this pa*ge as -needed.)

4
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BUDGET FORM 's

-
4Name of Supplier

Date Ordered`.

Address of Supplier '
Ordered by

,Course

47.

Page No. Catalogue No.

,
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APPENDIX-IV
..P SAFETY. PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

On the following pages, a number of basic safety %guidelines are
described. However, it should be kept in mind that no set of:safety\
rules can be complete. The best guide .for most situations is the
common sense of children and teacfiers.

HANDLING OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS
Keeping animals in the classroom for study and for handling can be

`a:valuable asset to- the science program. To ensure the health and safety
of both students and study animals, the following guidelines are
suggested.

.
,

,..

. .

1. The teacher should check whether students have allergies before
bringing animals into'the classroom. This can usually be.done by
simply asking the children whether they have allergies, but for
younger,children it is wise to either check their medical records or
send a note home advising the parents of the animals to be kept.

In case of a mild allergy, it may be possible to maintain,the a mal
in the Cla'ssroom but not allow the child to handle it. For more
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serious allergies, the animal may have to be kept somewhere other

than the regular classroom. In some extreme cases the keeping of

animals may have to be ruled out entirely.

2. The animals should be.obtained from a known reputable supplier.
They should be in good health and of good disposition

3. No child should be allowed to bring an animal into the classroom
without the permissitn of the teacher.

4. Animals should be kept in suitably sized enclosures which can be
easily maintained and cleaned.

5. The animals should be well fedand cared for.

6 If a mammal or bird appears to be in poor.health, it should be
checked by a veterinarian to identify the problem. Many animal

ailments are infectious to humans so if there is any doubt, the
animal should be removed from the classroom area until the problem

has been identifiea and corrected. In.the event that an infectious
'ailment is detected, the veterinarian!ssrecommendations should be
followed and parents of students. Who have handled the animal should

be anised.

7 Students.should be advised regarding safe handling of animals. Note

that most animals will bite if handled.roughlY,or if handled.at an
inopportune time (e.g. hamsters are not at all friendly when they
have just awakened or when food is taken away from them),. Caution'

students that too much handling by too many students may be stress-

ful for the animal. Hands should be washed after handling animals.

8. An animal which bites should not be kept in the classroom. If an

animal has bitten a student sufficiently hard to break the skin, the
student's parents should be adviied. As a normal precaution, the
student who was bitten should receive a tetanus shot if he has not

recently had one.

9: An animal should'be kept in the classroom only so long as it .is a

meaningful part of the program. An animal that,is being neglected
is both a health hazard and a negatdve learning experience for

the children.

Suitable Classroom Study Animals

Mamma's rabbit
guinea pig
hamster

gerbil
mouse

A

4.
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Bikds baby'chicks (for short periods)
heby ducks (for short periods).
Fudgerigars
canaries,

pigeons
doves

ReptiW .chameleons

.small snakes

Amphib,*6 aquatic'frogs"
newts.

tadpoles hatched from frog eggs.

FiSh.. goldfish . .

guppies .

tropical fish

In6ects . aphids'
mealworm'beetles,
ladybird beetles (ladybugs)
caterpillars
fruit flies

milkweed bugs

Cluotaceaws isoPods
crayfish .

tree crabs

Wokm6 earthworm

Pond Watek
Ongan,44m6

/ gamerus
fairy shrimp

Animals That Should Not Be Kept

No native species of,wild animal or bird should be kept in the
classroom. To do so would create an Unwarranted source of possible
infection. In most cases,the keeping of theSe mammals or.birds is also
unlawful (for details, see the Alberta Wildlife Act or contact your,
local wildlife office).

Plants In The Classroom

Just as some students may be allergic to particular types of animals,
students may also be allergic to certain types of plants (e.g. some
students may be allergic to fuzzy leafed plapts such as African Violets).
The teacher should identify any such allergic reactions and eliminate
using these as classroom plants.

Teachers of younger children s'iduld also he aware that some plant
leaves are poisonous (e.g.. Pieffenhachia).

I.
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iilkiJELINIGHth'SOLJFICES

Each of the program alternatives recommended in this guide includes

at least one activity that involues the use of a flame. The flame may be

produced by a candle or alcohol burner and, in at least one pr .ogram, bits

of wood and coal are burned. In order to minimize the dangers during

these activities, the following guidelines are recommended:

1. The.burners (candles)'should'be set on a level table or desk, not

on a sloping:surface.

2. If a candl is used, 'a non-flammable tray or pad" should be placed

underneath.

3. Emergency equipment should be placed at several convenient locations

in the classroom (e.g. buckets of water, fire extinguisher, or fire

blanket). .

4. 'The teacher should conduct a classroom discusiion on safety concerns.

This dispussion might focus on the following questions:

'i) What things in the room Could catch fire? (e.g. hair, clothes'

and-paper are especially flammable.)

ii) What things could happen that might lead to an accidental fire

being set?. (e.g. kudent's:hain dangling in a flame, horseplay

or showing off. Be sure to point out that accidents are

usually caused by unforeseen combinations of events rather than

by bad intentions.)

iii) What does a fire need to continue burning? (Elicit that a fire

needs three things: a fuel, air (o'xygen) ,and heat. If any one

of: these three is removed, the fire will go:Out.)

incaseWhat should be done icase of an 'emergency? (Ensure that

students know ere the emergency tequitoment in the classroom is

locat d and what is to be done with it. It may be helpful to

sim te an emergency and have stuOentS act out their responses.)

5. Before working near a flame, students with long hair should tie their

hair back. Unnece,ssary flammable materials should be removed'from

the area ?

6. If students are to light the flames themselves, the teacher should

discuss and demonstrate the safe use of matches.

11,8



, Note that electrical fired and fires involving flammable liquids
involve additional dangers. --$*oth of these types of fire require special
treatment.

Ic

Electrical fires involve the added'danger of electrdcution. If
possible when an electrical fire is discovered, the electrical current
should be turned of at the source. Unless this can be done'it is
dangerous to use a water type fire extinguisher. A-carbon dioxide type
of fire extinguisher or foam typefire extinguisher'shoudd be used.

.Fires involving flammable liquids may be spread further by use of
conventional fire. extinguishers.. If the quantity of chemicals being
used is large, a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher or other type of class
B fire extinguisher should be used.

.,

HANDLING OF ELECTRICAL DEVICES

Electrical &aces are potentially dangerous in two ways: (i) they
can cause electrical shock; (ii) they' can cause fires,. These are
dangei-s that are present with most of the electrical equipment we use,
but when used properly, the dangers are minimal. Some guidelines for
the safe use of electricity in the elementary science classroom are as
follows: )

1 All student learning activities with electYicity.abould make use of
batteries as power sources rather than domestic household current.
As a general guideline, elementary 'students should not handle
electrical sources capable of,producing more than 12 volts. This
guideline is consistent with thesfour programs in this guide each ,

of which recommend the use of 11/2 volt batteries (dry 'cells).

-.4111117-
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2. Students should be advise that although their classroom activities
with electricity are safe, any experimenting with household current
is extremely dangero4s-

3. Studentrshould be taught the safe handling of ,classroom electrical
equipment such as tape recor rs and record players. In particular,.-
students should be taught ho to safely insert or remove a wall pin.

4. All clas'sroom electrical equipment operating on domestic electrical
curent,shoUld be marked C.S.A. approved.

5. Where an otleCtrical device has a-triple (groUnded) plUg it should
not be connected by means of an extension cord which has only two
wires (ungrodhded).

6. Students should be cautioned never to handle electrical equipment_
when their hands or feet are wet.

HANDLING CHEMICALS
/ It is not necessary for elementary schools to maintain large stocks
of a wide variety of chemicap. Following-are lists of chemicals which
may be required for one or more-of the elementary science program Alter
natives. QuantiEiesof.these,materials should be purchased only as

inrequired and stored n their original containers. Any chemical materials
found in unmarked containers should be disposed of in an .acceptable manner.
The Potentially Hazardous ChemiCals Information guide should be consulted
for a listing of disposal procedures.

rw"
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te PART 1

llequired,Chimicals Suitable for Open Storage'
(Access by, students acceptable with teacher supervision).
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Bicarbonate of Soda ( Baking Soda; Nalic03) x x x x

Borax .
.

.

x
..-

Citric acid
-

. .
4 . x

Corn starch x

e
Corn syrup

, .

x x

Detergent (powdered) x

,

Epsom salt
.

.

. x, x

Food.coloring .

x x x
.

Gelatin,
/

x

Oil, cooking x, x x
.

Petroleum jelly
.

x
milm...

.

Salt (NaCl)
,

x x x
.

.

.

x---Seltzer.tablets , ______ _

Sugar (sucrose) .

x ,x
.

. .

Vinegar x x x

Yeast x
1

x
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PART 2

Required Chemicaagor. Secure' Storage
(Accets by teaa-Pg"anly)
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.
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.
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.DANGEROUS CHEMICALS

(

Additional chemicals for activities not recommended in this guide

may be used at the discretion of the experienced teacher. However, the.

folio ng chemicals are specifically identified as dangerous and should

no e used,

DO NOT USE Mercury
Ether
Carbon tetrachloride
Carbon disulfide
Strong acids or alkalis (bases)
Sodium or potassium metals
Phosphorous
Strong oxidizers such as: Potassium nitrate

Potassium peroxide.

Potassium zholorate

These chemicals. should be maintained in secure storage only as long

as necessary until they can be disposed of in a safe manner.

RANI LING GLASSWARE

1 Glass tubing should not be used in student activities due to

dangers of breakages and-cuts.

Note that none of the programs in this guide, makes refrence to

glass tubing. The use of plastic or metal tubing is recommended

for those activities where glass'tubing may previously have been

used"

2. Only pyrex glaglwttre should be heated.

3. All chipped or cracked glassware should be discarded.

4. .. Where practical, plastic containers should be used in lalace of,

glass ones. At 4



APPENDIX '
BEST COPY)11.'011ABLE

Alb3rra CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES
EDUCATION

In August 1972 The Minister of Education announced a policy regarding controversial Issues This announcement
was in response to representations having been made regarding the treemfent in school programs of, such matters as
Canadian contentfamily life education, sexstereotyping and special creation, to name a few Bywayof interpretation
the policy is tribe treated as a whole that is, po clause is to be applied in isolation of any other clause or clauses The
policy is intended to accomplish the folloWing in the handling of issues such as those mentioned above

1 Provincially It will
tal guide the development and revision of Programs of Study including the acquisition of support materials
(b) serve as the Department of Education position in cases in which the Department may be consulted

regarding controversia Tissues

2 Locally the statement is to serve as a guide for the development of policy at system, district or school levels,
according to local choice

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION POLICY
Re. Controversial issues in the CIassroornb .

In principle it is an objective of the Alberta educational system to develop-students' capacities to think clearly,
reason logically examine all issues and reach sound judgments

II The specific policy, based on this punctille.

1 Students in Alberta classrooms should not be ridiculed or embarrassed for positions which they hold on any
issue a requirement which calls for sensitivity on the part of teachers, students and other participant in
dealing with such issues

`2 Students should have experiences in selecting and organizing information in order to draw intelligent
conclusions from it For sound tudgments to be made, information regarding controversial issues should
la) represent alternative points of view,
lb) appropriately reflect the maturity: capabilities and educational needs of the students and reflect the

requirements of the course as stated in the Prograrh of Studies,
(c) reflect the neighborhood and community in which the school is located, but not to the exclusion of

provincial, national and international contexts

3 School trustees should establish, in consultation with appropriate interestgroups, policies regarding
(a) identification of controversial issues.
(b) treatment of such issues in local classrooms

4 Student' teachers and administrative staff should have a voice in determining
(a) the controversial issues to be studied.
(b) the texts and other materials tope used.
(c) the manner in which such issues are debit with on the classroom,

.1-
In response to representations regarding the treatment of the theory of evolution in school science programs, the

Science Curriculum Coordinating Committee prep/Fed and presented the following policy statement to the Curriculum
Policies Board This statement, which Interprets the Department's policy regarding controversialissues in relation to
science programs in the classroom, was considered by the Curriculum Policies Board in March,1979.andwas accepted
by the Minister of Education in June. 1979

t .
(a) That where relevant. official curriculum documents published by Alberta Education for use by science.

teachers should contain

Id the Department'ol Educetnin policy statement on controversial issues 9

lid *special statement alerting teachers to the need for sensitivity in handling suchrssues

a listing of available learning resources from whiclischool boards,teachers, and/or students may select
items representing alternative poinis of pew on such controversial issues as may be included in a
Program of Studies

(a) Tbat, at the provincial level. alisciente curriculum committees and/or individuals associated with selecting.
recommending, listing end/or prescribing texts and/or other learning resources (or use in Alberta schools
be directed to

conhnetheir choice to those learning resources in which the science sublet: matter is deeixied to be
satisfactory in terms of the definition of science

.1

Natural Science is a branch of knowledge obtained by the scientific method, which deals witha body of
observable and reproducible facts concerning material phenomena, systematically arranged and
Showing the operation of general laws and theories

select learning resouces that are satisfactory in terms of scientific accuracy, adequacy of treatment. and
reading level

recommend the development of such additional materials as may be deemed necessary. (robe used only
as a last resort /

(c) That, in the initial selection stage, the inclusion or exclusion of science Subjectmatter in Alberta school
science curricula be determined by validating it according to the definition of 'Natural Science Intl)), I rlabove
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